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Abstract
An experimental investigation of the flow dynamics in a transpired air collector channel with a
corrugated surface is presented. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to obtain twodimensional velocity fields to compare the effects of surface heating on the flow for five flow
rates. Mean velocity and turbulent property profiles are presented and compared.

Proper

orthogonal decomposition and wavenumber spectrum analyses were also conducted to
investigate the underlying interactions between the turbulent structures that comprise the
complex flow behaviour observed in corrugated flows. Results show that the corrugated
waveform was the primary source of turbulence at all flow rates and heating conditions, which
produced enhanced turbulent properties in its vicinity. However, under an applied heat flux, the
flow at the lowest flow rate the flow was primarily buoyancy driven, where buoyancy induced
stabilities and heating effects were strongest.

Keywords
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), turbulent channel flow, corrugated surface, solar air collector,
proper orthogonal decomposition, spectral analysis.
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Chapter 1
1.1 Introduction
A study conducted by the International Energy Agency (IEA) shows that there was a 23%
increase in global energy use between the years of 1990 and 2005 [1]. And recent estimates state
the global energy demand is expected further increase by 35% between the years 2008 and 2035
[1]. In cold climates like Canada, heating requires a significant portion of the total energy
demand for a large part of the year. According to National Resources Canada (NRCAN), as of
2008 the average commercial building consumes about 50% of its total heating requirement on
space heating, which is primarily supplied through fossil fuels. Due to the limited reserves of
conventional fossil fuels and their harmful effects on the environment, it is crucial to explore
renewable energy alternatives to meet this growing energy demand. Solar energy has been found
to have the largest potential among these systems to meet the global energy demand for
generations to come. The sun is the largest known energy source that is available to the world. It
has been estimated that the amount of solar irradiation incident on the earth in one year is
approximately 15 000 times the world’s total energy use [2]. The major difficulty has been to
find an effective means of extracting the energy in a useable form. It is considered most
economical to use the sun’s energy directly as heat where a temperature increase is desired. This
can be accomplished by implementing an emerging technology known as a transpired air
collector or passive solar collector. This is a unique type of corrugated and perforated sheet metal
installed in front of a building to absorb incident sunlight and preheat the incoming air for spatial
heating. The sheet is designed to be as close to a blackbody as possible with a high thermal
conductivity.

By installing the transpired air collector in front of a building façade, an

approximately two dimensional channel is created for ambient air to flow.
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Incident solar

radiation on the collector is transferred to the air in the channel that is then drawn into the
building Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system to reduce the total load
required to heat spatial supply air. Although solar energy technologies for water heating have
been developed and commercialized, renewable energy technologies for space heating are not
well recognized. The air can be driven either by forced or natural convection. Advantages of
using a transpired air collector include its relatively low installation cost, and minimal energy
required to run the system if forced convection is used.

They can be installed on both

commercial and residential buildings and could be included in the new design and construction,
or retrofitted onto an existing façade. The benefits of fuel and monetary savings outweigh the
energy cost of creating and operating the solar wall system, and these savings increase with the
size of the solar collector.
Piao [3] has shown that for corrugated solar air collector systems under natural convection, heat
transfer is larger for smaller channel depths contrary to smooth channels because of strong wall
interactions. It was also reported that mixed convection systems of natural and forced air flows
produce marginally increased convection heat transfer.

However, the local heat transfer

coefficient generally varies in the direction of the flow and is evident to be periodic along the
sinusoidal corrugated waveform [3].
Corrugated surfaces are widely used in heat transfer systems as a passive means to enhance heat
transfer by increasing the surface area and mixing. Not only is the corrugation geometry of the
transpired air collector unconventional, but the presence of slit perforations creates a unique form
of surface roughness resulting in a complex flow structure. There are two general flow regimes
for the air flow over a corrugated surface in a two dimensional channel: the bulk flow above the
corrugation height, and the local flow within the corrugation trough. The bulk flow separates off
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each crest, creating a region of low velocity in the corrugation troughs. The interaction between
these two flow regimes creates a shear layer where vortices are generated [4, 5]. However, in a
heated channel, there are thermal plumes of accelerated parcels of air near the heated surface.
The interface between the heated and unheated flows creates a shear layer and rolls of vortices
are produced. Inside the solar air collector channel, there is a combination of both the affects of
the flow over a wavy surface, as well as a heated flow in a duct. There have been no recorded
studies on the interactions between these flows in a transpired air collector and it is important to
determine these characteristics in order to determine the optimal configurations to maximize heat
transfer from the heated collector to the air.
Studies have reported many thermal performance ranges for different types of collectors and
their configuration.

The manufacturer technical specifications for a cross-corrugated solar

collector gives a maximum thermal efficiency of 75% for the largest flow rate, while field tests
for the same system provide efficiencies of 50% [6]. Natural convection in a flat plate solar air
collector produced maximum thermal efficiencies between 50% and 60% [7]. Leon and Kumar
[8] mathematically modelled the forced heat transfer characteristics for a perforated flat plate
collector and determined it is desirable to have low emissivity and high absorptivity solar
collectors and obtained maximum collector efficiencies of approximately 75%. Njomo and
Daguenet [9] numerically model and simulate the heat transfer in 4 different horizontal flat plate
solar air collectors for a vast amount of parameters. A variety of maximum thermal efficiencies
were obtained depending on variables such as flow rate, gap depth, and irradiance.
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1.2 Motivation
Currently, there are no standardized design methods for installing the transpired air collector.
Each new development is based on the experience gained from previous projects and reports.
The solar collector system has yet to be optimized in areas such as air gap thickness, collector
material and porosity, corrugation geometry, and air flow rate. The studies show that not only
are there many different types of collectors commercially available each with different methods
for installation, but that there is a primary focus on thermal efficiencies both experimentally and
numerically. Furthermore, there are inconsistencies on the thermal efficiencies that can be
obtained by some of these systems. There have been very few studies that investigate the basic
air flow within these systems.
The performance of a transpired air collector predominantly relies on the airflow behaviour in
the channel, which in turn influences the heat transfer from the corrugated wall. Therefore, it is
important to understand not only the dynamics of the flow over the corrugation waveform, but
the underlying physical processes as well, in order to improve heat transfer from the corrugated
surface.
1.3 Objectives
The objectives of this research is to:
I.

Characterize the turbulent flow of air within the unheated and heated transpired solar
air collector for various flow rates.

II.

Explore the underlying physical processes and interactions of turbulence within the
solar air collector channel.

4

The scope of this study focuses on improving the understanding of the thermo-fluid interactions
in the transpired air collector channel. A full-scale transpired air collector experimental system
was constructed in a laboratory environment to conduct experiments to determine the mean and
turbulent air flow structures and interactions. Detailed two-dimensional instantaneous velocities
were obtained using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). These results are beneficial for current
commercial solar collector installations as well as for general air heat transfer systems employing
a corrugated surface. The end goal is to develop methods that will encourage heat transfer from
the collector to the air in order to maximize the system efficiency to help meet the future energy
demand.
1.4 Thesis Layout
The first chapter introduced the need for alternative energy systems to be developed and the gaps
within current reports on the development of solar air collectors. The purpose and objectives for
the present report were given.

The second chapter focuses on the fundamental air flow

behaviour within a transpired air collector across laminar to turbulent Reynolds numbers without
any heating in order to establish a control case. The third chapter compares the mean and
turbulent properties of a heated and unheated flow in the transpired air collector and factors that
lead to enhanced heat transfer. The thermal efficiencies were also determined. The fourth
chapter of the thesis is an in depth analysis of the underlying physical interactions of the heated
and unheated flows using Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) and a Wavenumber
Spectrum analysis. These techniques will contribute to the understanding of the associated
energies and transfer between turbulent structures such as vortices. The final chapter brings the
key conclusions from each of the preceding chapters together to create a better understanding on
the factors that affect the heat transfer within the solar air heater.
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Chapter 2
An experimental investigation of the flow structure over a
corrugated waveform in a transpired air collector

2.1 Abstract
An experimental investigation of the flow dynamics in a channel with a corrugated surface is
presented. Particle image velocimetry was used to obtain two-dimensional velocity fields at
three different locations along the channel length, over a range of Reynolds numbers. The results
show a significant impact on the corrugation waveform with regards to the mean and turbulent
flow structure inside the channel. Vortex shedding off the crests combined with rolls from the
shear layer were observed.

Their interactions created a complex three-dimensional flow

structure extended over almost the entire channel. The mean velocity profiles indicate a strong
diffusion of shear.

The profiles of various turbulent properties show the enhancement of

turbulence in the vicinity of the waveform. It was found that the turbulence in the channel was
almost entirely produced in this region above the corrugation trough. Significant momentum
transfer from the corrugation wall by the turbulent velocity field was also observed. The mean
and turbulent flow behaviour was found be periodic with respect to the waveform over most of
the channel length. The results show the presence of strong turbulence even at the Reynolds
number that falls within the conventional laminar range for duct flows.
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2.2. Introduction
Corrugated surfaces are widely used in heat transfer systems as passive means to increase heat
transfer by increasing the surface area and mixing. Recently a new application with a corrugated
metal plate used as a solar collector, also known as transpired solar wall, has begun to emerge.
The basic function of the solar wall is to preheat the ambient air to reduce the heating load of
conventional Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems during winter months.
Its simple design concept includes the installation of a corrugated metal plate with rough slit
perforations in front of the façade of a building to create a channel for ambient air to flow
through. The solar wall is heated up by absorbing the sunlight and this heat is transferred to the
ambient air as it flows through an approximately two-dimensional channel bounded by the
corrugated solar wall and the smooth construction wall. Not only is the corrugation geometry
unconventional, but the presence of slit perforations creates a unique form of surface roughness,
resulting in a complex flow structure. When the air flows over a corrugated surface in a two
dimensional channel it experiences flow separation over the crest of the corrugation and
reattachment in the trough region [1-3]. There are two primary flow regimes; the bulk flow
above the corrugation height, and the local flow within the corrugation trough. The interaction
between these two flow regimes creates a complex three-dimensional flow.
The performance of a solar wall depends largely on the airflow behaviour in the channel, which
in turn influences the heat transfer from the corrugated wall. Therefore, it is important to
understand the physical behaviour of the flow over the corrugation waveform in particular and
within the channel in general, in order to improve heat transfer from the corrugated surface.
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Traditionally, in turbulent channel flows, the peak magnitudes of turbulent properties are
observed in the near-wall regions, while the mean streamwise velocity peaks at the centre of the
channel [4-5]. Changing the surface roughness for these channel flows has been found to have a
strong influence on the turbulent properties [6]. A number of studies focused on the turbulent
behaviour in channel flows with different types of surface geometries either on one or opposing
channel walls. A common observation in these studies was deviating trends of flow behaviour
from that of the conventional flat channel flows, in which the maximum mean velocity was
shifted towards the flat wall.

The common types of corrugated geometries previously

investigated were continuous sinusoidal waves [3,7-11], saw-tooth (V corrugations) [12], and
square-wave [13].
Breuer et al.[1] conducted a numerical and experimental study to understand the flow behaviour
over a series of hills for a range of Reynolds numbers. They observed that the flow changes from
steady and two-dimensional to three-dimensional even at relatively low Reynolds number. They
also found that the flow separates off the top of a hill and reattached on the windward side of the
following hill. The reattachment point varied non-monotonously as a function of Reynolds
number, which was attributed to the recirculation on the windward side.

Several studies

investigated the flow over sinusoidal waves in turbulent channel flows [1-3,8-10]. A common
observation in all these studies was the enhancement of turbulent properties in the separation
region above troughs. Furthermore, the peak magnitudes of turbulent properties were typically
observed over the trough at the distance approximately equal to the wave height.
Hudson et al.[9] reported the turbulent properties over sinusoidal waves. In addition to the
above observations they also concluded that the mechanism of turbulent kinetic energy
production above a wavy surface is different from that above a flat wall. They showed that the
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turbulent kinetic energy is primarily produced along the streamline of the detached shear layer
and expands downstream half way into both the trough and bulk flow. They proposed that the
large streamwise fluctuations in the separation region over the trough create turbulent structures
that increase cross stream fluctuations slightly downstream.

Kruse et al.[10] studied the

turbulent flow behaviour over sinusoidal waves in a channel flow using particle image
velocimetry (PIV). Three different amplitude-to-wavelength ratios were considered in their
study.

They concluded that the surface roughness does not have a significant impact on

Reynolds stress and energy production at a reasonable distance (approximately one wavelength)
from the wall. They also observed asymmetry in the mean velocity profiles where the location
of the maximum mean velocity shifted towards the plane wall.

Shaikh and Siddiqui [3]

investigated the impact of surface configuration on the turbulent flow characteristics using PIV.
They considered smooth and wavy solid and water surfaces and found that the turbulent
behaviour over water and solid surfaces is similar, however, the magnitude was dependent on the
surface type.

They also reported that the water surface yielded the largest normalized

magnitudes of turbulent properties while, the sinusoidal solid surface yielded the smallest
magnitudes. For the flow over the solid sinusoidal waves, the turbulent flow behaviour was
similar that observed by other studies [9,10]. Nakagawa and Hanratty [11] used PIV to study the
turbulence behaviour above a low-amplitude sinusoidal surface and found that the Reynolds
stresses were strongly affected by large velocity structures that were as large as half the channel
height.
Yang and Chen [12] performed a detailed numerical study on the heat transfer process in a
channel flow between two sawtooth corrugated surfaces by changing the corrugation angle at
various Reynolds numbers. They observed that an increase in the corrugation angle produced
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more fluid recirculation in the corrugation troughs and with a higher Nusselt number. Stel et al.
[13] investigated the flow over square wave corrugations in a pipe flow with the specific focus
on the impact of wavelength on flow losses, turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress. They
observed that the turbulence and the momentum exchange between the local and bulk flows
increased with the wavelength and Reynolds number, and the peak turbulent kinetic energy was
located above the reattachment point on the windward crest corner of the square wave.
As the literature review shows, there are limited studies on different types of simple corrugations.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no reported work in the literature investigating the flow
dynamics in the presence of the complex corrugation and surface roughness as in the transpired
air collector. This complex surface configuration also makes this problem unique from fluid
dynamical perspective. We have conducted a detailed experimental study to characterize the
flow behaviour over this corrugated geometry for a range of Reynolds numbers. The outcome
will not only further advance the development of transpired solar air collectors to make the
technology more efficient but also contributes to the fundamental fluid dynamics research.
2.3 Experimental Setup
Experiments were conducted in a laboratory setting.

A construction wall using the same

standards as for a residential house was built with dimensions1.83 m long, 1.22 m wide and
0.1 m deep. A 1.3 cm thick plywood board was fixed to one face of the construction wall, and a
1 cm drywall was attached to the opposite face with hinges, enabling access to inside the
construction wall. The corrugated and perforated solar collector 1.83 m × 1.22 m in size was
made of 18 gauge sheet metal. The material and geometry of the collector is the same as that
used in real transpired air collector applications. The corrugation amplitude and wavelength ()
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are 3.5 cm and 15 cm, respectively. The surface of the sheet has triangular shaped (1.4 mm
amplitude) perforations spaced 2.2 cm apart from the centre (approximately 1.5% porosity).
This transpired collector was mounted across the construction wall to create a channel. The
height of the channel (H) based on the distance from the mean corrugation height to the
construction wall is 10.95 cm. The length of the channel (L) is 1.83 m (see Fig 2-1). The
channel was sealed with Plexiglas sheets to allow optical access for measurement. The complete
assembly was attached to a modular frame of dexion metal square tubing. This allowed the
system to be flexible for changes in inclination angle and channel height positioning for future
experiments. The air flow through the channel was from the bottom to the top in the suction
mode drawn by a 3hp centrifugal fan (New York Blower Company). The flow rate of the fan
was controlled by a variable frequency drive.
Two dimensional instantaneous velocity fields over a complete waveform were obtained using
Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) at three locations along the channel length, X/L = 0.18, 0.57,
0.80, where X is measured from the inlet of the channel (see Fig 2-1). In order to keep high
resolution of the velocity field, measurements in the crest and following trough regions were
taken separately. The crest region was defined as the region bounded between x/λ= 0 and 0.5,
while the trough region was bounded between x/λ= 0.5 and 1.0, where, x is measured from the
base of the windward face of the corrugation (see inset in Fig 2-1). The camera field of view
was set in a way that there was an overlap of the measurement domain in the crest and trough
sections to ensure that no location along the corrugation waveform was missed. The overlap
region covered about 20% of the waveform (see inset in Fig 2-1).

For each position,

measurements were taken in the mid cross plane. For each experimental run, the data were
collected 30 minutes after setting the desired flow rate allowing the flow to reach steady state.
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The PIV system comprised of a 120 mJ Nd:YAG laser (SoloPIV 120XT) as the light source. A
1 cm slot was cut along the length of the construction wall and fitted with Plexiglas strips on
both sides of the construction wall to allow optical access for the laser light sheet to reach
measurement locations. A four megapixel CCD camera (Flare, IO Industries) with the resolution
of 2336 × 1752 pixels was used to image the flow. The camera was mounted horizontally
viewing the measurement plane from the Plexiglas wall on the side of the channel (see figure 21) i.e. 2336 pixels in horizontal and 1752 pixels in vertical. The field of view of the camera was
about 15.3 cm × 11.5 cm. Eight-bit images were acquired using an image acquisition system
(CoreView, IO Industries) at a rate of 30 Hz. A four channel delay generator synchronized with
the camera was used to control the timing of the laser pulses.
Olive oil droplets with an average diameter of 1µm were used as the tracer particles for the PIV
measurements. The particles were introduced via a LaVision flow seeder using pressurized air.
The homogeneous distribution of tracer particles is very crucial for the flow velocity
computation using PIV. To generate homogeneous particle distribution in the flow, a 1-1/2 inch
PVC pipe 110 cm in length was used as the particle distributor. Both ends of the pipe were
sealed and 8 holes 0.5 cm in diameter were drilled alternating on a line drawn across its length.
The pipe was placed inside a cylindrical plenum with the holes facing down to decay particle
velocity. That is, the particles were drawn into the channel due to the fan suction. It also
ensured an evenly distributed seed particles and well mixed with air before entering the channel.
The cylindrical plenum was located 5 cm underneath the channel inlet (see Fig 2-1).
At each measurement location (i.e. crest and trough positions at each height), data were collected
for five flow rates. For each case, 3000 images were acquired, which provided 1500 velocity
fields. It was observed that the difference in the bulk mean streamwise velocities between the
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top and middle sections was almost negligible, while the values of the bulk mean streamwise
velocity at the bottom section were lower than that at the middle and the top sections. As will be
discussed later, the inlet conditions were responsible for this difference. Hence, the bulk mean
streamwise velocity in the middle section (X/L = 0.57) was considered as the reference velocity
scale (UB). The Reynolds number was defined based on UB and the channel height (H). The
Reynolds numbers corresponding to the five flow rates were 530, 2030, 2675, 4140, and 6650.
Images were captured with a small aperture setting to minimize the noise from the reflected light
in the recordings. The image brightness and contrast was thus needed to be adjusted to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to improve the accuracy of the velocity vector computation using
PIV technique. It was noticed that the brightness was not uniform throughout the image but
rather the regions near the construction wall were brighter than the rest of the image due to the
laser light reflection. Therefore, the rescaling of the gray values by a constant factor to improve
the SNR in the bulk image would result in an almost white background near the construction
wall and hence, reliable velocity vectors could not be computed in that region.

Thus, to

overcome this issue, a novel approach was used to improve the SNR throughout the image. In
this approach, the gray values were rescaled by a constant factor in the region away from the
construction wall, while in the near construction wall region, the rescaling factor was linearly
decreased to zero at the wall. This allowed an improved and almost uniform contrast between
the particles and the background.
The PIV velocity fields were calculated by cross-correlating interrogation windows (48×48
pixels in size) in the first image of an image pair, with the corresponding search windows (96×96
pixels in size) in the second image of the image pair. A 50% overlap of interrogation windows
was used, which provided a spatial resolution of 24×24 pixels, corresponding to a 1.6mm ×
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1.6mm spatial resolution of the velocity field. The erroneous velocity vectors were detected and
corrected using a local median scheme based on the eight surrounding vectors [14]. It was
noticed that in certain circumstances the above scheme could not detect and correct spurious
velocity vectors. This corresponds to the situation where a group of spurious vectors exists
within the flow domain.

These vectors, if not eliminated, could bias the computed flow

characteristics. Thus, a second scheme was developed to detect and eliminate these groups of
bad vectors. Two criteria were set in this scheme to detect these vectors. The first criterion
checks the deviation of each instantaneous velocity vector relative to the time averaged mean
velocity at the same grid point, and removes that vector if the deviation is larger than a set
percentage. The second criterion checks the direction of both components of the velocity vector
relative to the global velocity direction and removes the vector if its angular deviation is larger
than a set value. After their removal, the local median scheme was applied again to re-correct
the good vectors that were affected by these spurious vector groups in the first correction scheme.
The total error in a PIV measurement is the sum of the errors from the seed particle diameter,
seed density, velocity gradients, out of plane motion, the dynamic range, peak locking, and
Adaptive Gaussian Window interpolation [15]. The uncertainly in the PIV velocity
measurements was estimated based on the criteria and data presented in Cowen and Monismith
[15] and Prasad et al.[16]. The uncertainty was computed at the highest flow rate as the errors
are expected to be the largest in this case. The uncertainty in the PIV velocity measurements is
estimated to be ±0.22 cm/s which is less than 1% of the bulk flow velocity. Detailed error
calculations are given in Appendix 1.
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2.4 Results
To illustrate the general flow behaviour, instantaneous velocity fields in the trough and crest
sections at the middle location (X/L = 0.57) are presented in Figure 2-2 at Re = 2675. For
simplification, the trough region was defined as the sections between y/h = 0 and 1, where y is
the lateral distance measured from the trough (see Fig 2-1). The plots show different features
observed in the flow, in particular the effect of the waveform on the instantaneous flow
behaviour. The bulk flow is relatively uniform, however the flow is dynamic in the trough
region (see Figure 2-2a), which is due to the flow separation off the crest (see Figure 2-2b). The
vortices generated by the flow separation appear to be advecting downstream and interacting
with the bulk flow at y/h~1. Figure 2-2a also shows multiple vortices present in the trough
region. The low flow in the trough and bulk flow created a mixing layer (shear layer) which was
one of the sources of vortex generation along the separation region. The flow separation seen in
figure 2-2b was observed at all Reynolds numbers for all three measurement locations, which
implies that every crest in the waveform induced flow separation. The current reports of a flow
over a wavy surface describe the flow separating off the crest and reattaching on the windward
side of the following crest (for example, see Shaikh and Siddiqui [3]). As mentioned earlier, in
the present case, the vortices generated in the trough region due to the flow separation are
dynamic. As a result, it was observed that the flow reattachment point is not at a fixed location
on the windward side of the next crest but rather changes depending on the position of the
advecting vortices in the trough relative to the windward face of the next crest similar to that
observed by Breuer et al. [1] For example, in figure 2-2b, the reattachment point is visible at y/h
= 0.8, as no vortex is present between 0.8 < y/h < 1. A vortex in the trough region is visible in
the plot. Whereas in figure 2-2a, no reattachment point on the windward face of the next crest is
evident. This is due to the reason that the vortices in the trough blocked the bulk flow from
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reaching the windward face of the next crest. The visual inspection of the instantaneous velocity
fields has shown that due to this effect, the shear layer at the boundary of the bulk and separated
flows oscillates in time, which in turn affects the size and strength of separation vortices. This
oscillation also led to a stronger local interaction between the bulk and separated flows, and
extends such interaction above the waveform height into the bulk flow region as evident in figure
2-2 in the region 1 < y/h < 1.5. It also serves as an additional source of turbulence in the bulk
flow region. It is observed that the mode of this oscillation varies with the flow rate. At low
flow rates (Re = 530 and 2030) the bulk flow appears to be very uniform and the shear layer
oscillates at a slower rate, resulting in a weak flow in the trough region with minimal interaction
of the bulk and separated flows. The frequency and amplitude of shear layer oscillations
increased with the Reynolds number resulting in a stronger bulk and separated flow interaction,
which extends deeper into the bulk flow.
Turbulent velocities were computed by subtracting the time averaged mean velocity from the
instantaneous velocity at each grid point. The visual inspection of turbulent velocity fields
revealed the presence of very strong and dynamic turbulent flow. Three-dimensional effects
were also observed in the flow. The data revealed very interesting and dynamical features in the
turbulent flow which provide a deeper insight into the underlying physical processes.

A

representative set of turbulent velocity fields from different experimental runs is presented in
figure 2-3 to illustrate these dynamical features. Figure 2-3a presents the turbulent velocity field
corresponding to the instantaneous field shown in figure 2-2b. The plot shows a turbulent vortex
on the leeward side of the crest. It also displays the interaction of the bursting flow from the
trough and the sweeping flow from the bulk domain.

In the present report, bursting is

generalized as the turbulent motion of a fluid that is ejected away from a surface, while sweeping
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is the movement of fluid towards a surface. The two flow regimes formed a diagonal line of
interaction originating from the crest. Both the bursting and sweeping flows appear to accelerate
in the core region of the bulk flow. Comparison of the instantaneous and turbulent velocity
fields in figures 2-2b and 2-3a indicate that the line of interaction of the bursting and sweeping
flows coincides with the shear layer. As the bursting and sweeping processes are intermittent17 it
is likely that the oscillatory behaviour of the shear layer observed in the instantaneous velocity
fields is due to the intermittent interaction of the bursting flow originating from the trough and
the sweeping flow originating from the bulk flow region. An interesting feature observed in the
plot is the presence of the spanwise turbulent velocity component. The flow structure at y/h = 1
and x/λ = 0.13 shows a flow source such that the flow is emerging from a source perpendicular to
the measurement plane and dispersing in the measurement plane. This flow source is the
spanwise turbulent velocity component indicating that the turbulent flow in the channel is threedimensional. A vortex is also observed near this flow source which appears to be bursting from
the construction wall.
Figure 2-3b also shows a similar three-dimensional pattern near the trough.

Initial visual

inspection of the data showed that the occurrence of the three-dimensional turbulent patterns is
random.

It is likely that these three-dimensional patterns are formed due to the complex

interaction of separated and bulk flows that contain turbulent vortices, bursts and sweeps. The
bursting of the flow from the trough is prominent in the figure. Another interesting feature is
observed close to y/h = 2.5 and x/λ = 0.5. The flow seems to be going around a region centred at
this location. As there is no physical obstruction that could cause such diversion, the plausible
explanation for this effect is that the flow in this region has a strong spanwise velocity
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component, which forces the flow in the perpendicular plane to go around it. Another such
feature is observed at y/h = 3 and x/λ = 0.8 in figure 2-3b.
Another interesting feature highlighted in figure 2-3c is the shedding of turbulent vortices off the
crest, which then advect into the bulk domain. The bursting is still visible from the trough region.
In classical channel flows, the strongest turbulent motions are observed near the wall and the
turbulence decays towards the channel core [4,5]. However, the turbulent velocity plots in figure
2-3 show that the strong bursting flow from the trough and the vortex shedding off the crest
along with the three-dimensional interactions generated strong turbulent motions in the bulk
region of the channel as well. The vortex shedding observed is referred to as the separation of
vortices off the crest of the corrugation. A careful inspection of these plots also shows that the
magnitude of turbulent velocity components in the bulk region is comparable to that observed
within the waveform height. That is, the turbulence generated by the waveform is transported
throughout the flow domain. This indicates the presence of strong turbulent momentum transfer.
Mean velocity field for each case was computed by time-averaging the instantaneous velocities
at each grid point. The mean velocity fields in the crest and trough sections at a given position
are superimposed to depict the mean velocity behaviour over the complete waveform of the
corrugation. The mean velocity profiles at various axial locations (x/λ) along the corrugation
waveform in the middle section of the channel (X/L = 0.57) are plotted in figure 2-4a at different
Reynolds numbers. Note that velocities were normalized by the mean bulk axial velocity (UB)
since the friction velocity at the corrugation cannot be computed due to the large variation in the
trends of the near-wall mean velocity profiles along the corrugation waveform, particularly in the
trough region (see figure 2-4a) and experimental limitations to resolve the mean velocity
gradients at the wall. Breuer et al. [1] have also used bulk velocity as the normalization
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parameter for the flow over sinusoidal wavy surface. The plot shows a relatively uniform flow
in the bulk region (1.5 < y/h < 3.2) with the mean velocities slightly increased towards the
construction wall. This is likely due to the lesser drag and lower flow losses on the construction
wall side compared the corrugation waveform side. The plot also shows that the mean velocity
behaviour changed significantly as it approached the waveform, particularly in the trough region.
The mean velocity magnitude started to decrease at y/h ~1.5 and reached almost negligible
magnitude relative to the bulk flow. Mean velocities then decreased sharply after the leeward
face, but slowly started to recover towards the windward side, although the mean velocity
magnitude remained close to zero in the close vicinity of the corrugation in the trough section.
The results also show that the profiles at all Reynolds numbers collapsed into a narrow band at
all locations except at the lowest Reynolds number of 530. At this Reynolds number, the mean
velocity magnitude relative to the bulk flow is lower in the region near the construction wall but
higher in the trough region compared to that at all other Reynolds numbers. On average, the
normalized mean velocities in the trough at this Reynolds number are 75% higher than that at
other cases.
Figure 2-4b compares the mean velocities at different channel heights at Re = 2675. The mean
velocity behaviour is almost identical at different locations along the entire waveform at the
middle and top sections of the channel indicating that the flow is periodic over those sections of
the channel, in other words, the flow structure and velocities repeat themselves over each
complete waveform. At the bottom section, X/L = 0.18, the mean velocity behaviour in the bulk
region was similar to that at the other heights. The reason the mean velocity at the bottom
section does not completely collapse with the other data sets, is that the mean velocity magnitude
in this section are lower than that at other heights. In the trough section, in the vicinity of y/h = 1,
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the mean velocity in the bottom section is higher relative to the other heights. As will be
discussed in the discussion section, the inlet effects are responsible for this deviation.
The calculation of turbulent velocity fields was described earlier. The root-mean-square (RMS)
values of the streamwise and cross-stream components of the turbulent velocity were computed
at each grid point. The profiles of the RMS streamwise turbulent velocities at different locations
along the waveform of the corrugation in the middle section of the channel are presented in
figure 2-5a at different Reynolds numbers.

The plot shows that the streamwise turbulent

intensity in general, was enhanced in the region 1 < y/h < 1.5 but then decreased towards the
bulk region and then slightly increased as it approached the construction wall. This trend is
somewhat similar to that in a classical channel flow but the magnitudes of turbulent intensity are
relatively high. This could likely be due to the turbulent enhancement by the corrugation which
is then advected into the bulk region as observed in figure 2-3. In the trough region, the
streamwise turbulent intensity decreased relatively fast up to y/h ~ 0.75 and then stayed almost
constant with a very low magnitude. The decrease in the streamwise turbulent intensity in the
region 0.75 < y/h < 1 is sharpest at the location immediately downstream of the leeward face of
the corrugation, which became gradual towards the windward face of the next crest. Comparison
of the turbulent intensity profiles at different Reynolds numbers shows that except at the two
lowest Reynolds numbers, the streamwise turbulent intensity profiles have similar behaviour.
The turbulent intensity profiles at Re = 2030 showed a relatively higher magnitude in the bulk
region above the crest while, higher turbulent intensity was observed at Re = 530 above the
trough.
Figure 2-5b compares the RMS streamwise turbulent intensity profiles at the three channel
heights at the Reynolds number of 2675.

Similar to the observations in figure 2-4b, the
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streamwise turbulent intensity profiles at the middle and top sections of the channel have
comparable behaviour. At the bottom section, the turbulent intensity profiles show a relatively
different behaviour. Above the crest, the turbulent intensity magnitude remained almost constant
throughout the channel height, while above the trough, except very close to the trough base, the
magnitude of turbulent intensity did not change significantly. Visual observations of the oil
particle movement at the channel inlet indicated that the flow there was predominantly threedimensional, therefore, the trends observed in this section could likely be due to inlet effects
creating large flow three-dimensionality.
The profiles of the RMS cross-stream turbulent velocity component at different locations along
the waveform of the corrugation in the middle section of the channel are presented in figure 2-6a
at different Reynolds numbers. The plot shows in general, relatively high cross-stream turbulent
intensity above the crest (1 < y/h < 1.5) which gradually decreased towards both boundaries.
The magnitude of turbulent intensity is quite comparable at four higher Reynolds numbers.
Deviations particularly in the trough region, are observed at the lowest Reynolds number (will be
discussed later). The behaviour of the RMS cross-stream turbulent intensity at different channel
heights is shown in figure 2-6b at Re = 2675. Similar to the streamwise turbulent intensity, the
cross-stream turbulent intensity profiles show similar behaviour at the middle and top sections of
the channel while a relatively uniform distribution of the cross-stream turbulent intensity across
the channel width is observed at the bottom section. This is likely due to the three-dimensional
behaviour of the flow at that section as mentioned earlier. Comparison of the streamwise and
cross-stream turbulent intensity magnitudes (figures 2-5 and 2-6) show that overall the
streamwise turbulent intensity is approximately 50% higher than the cross-stream turbulent
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intensity. Whereas, the peak streamwise turbulent intensity is 70% higher than the peak crossstream turbulent intensity.
The profiles of the Reynolds stress

′ ′

at the middle section of the channel along the

waveform are presented in figure 2-7a at different Reynolds numbers. The plot shows that along
the waveform, the Reynolds stress peaks between y/h = 1 and 1.5 for all Reynolds numbers and
then decreases to zero towards the boundaries. The plot also shows that overall the Reynolds
stress magnitude is significantly higher in the vicinity of the corrugation as compared to the
construction wall. In fact, the Reynolds stress magnitude near the construction wall is almost
negligible. The plot in figure 2-7a demonstrates that the turbulence produced by the corrugation
dominates the entire channel. The results also show lower magnitudes of Reynolds stress at the
lowest Reynolds number.
The Reynolds stress profiles at different sections along the channel length are shown in figure 27b. Similar to the previous results, the behaviour of the Reynolds stress at the middle and top
sections is similar while in the bottom section, the Reynolds stress magnitude does not change
significantly in the region 1 < y/h < 3.5. In fact, no enhancement of Reynolds stress is observed
above the crest in the bottom section. The enhancement of Reynolds stress is observed in the
trough region, where the peak magnitude is comparable with that at the other heights. However,
the location of the peak Reynolds stress changed with the axial distance from y/h ~ 1 at the
leeward side of the corrugation to y/h ~ 0.5 at the windward side of the following corrugation.
The reason for this trend could also be caused by inlet effects as mentioned earlier.
The rate of turbulent energy production was calculated using,
Eq. 2.1
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where

′ ′

is the Reynolds stress and

is the mean velocity gradient [18]. The profiles of the

rate of turbulent energy production (P) over the corrugation waveform at the middle section of
the channel are shown in figure 2-8a at different Reynolds numbers. The plot shows that the
energy production is mainly restricted to the region 0.75 < y/h < 1.5. There is also a very small
magnitude of energy production in the vicinity of the construction wall over a crest (0 < x/λ <
0.5) but it is almost negligible as compared to that in the vicinity of the corrugation. The
comparison of the peak production at the corrugation wall and the construction wall shows that
for all Reynolds numbers, the turbulence produced by the corrugation is about 10 orders of
magnitude higher than that produced by the plane wall. The comparison of the turbulent kinetic
energy production at different sections along the channel length (figure 2-8b) shows similar
trends as observed for the Reynolds stress.
2.5 Discussion
The results presented in the preceding section describe the mean and turbulent flow structure in a
channel bounded between a plane construction wall and a transpired corrugated wall at various
Reynolds numbers. The mean velocity profiles (see figure 2-4a) show very weak mean flow in
the separation zone in the trough region and the velocity gradually increased with height up to
almost 1.5 times the corrugation wave height and then remained relatively constant with a slight
increase towards the construction wall. The velocity then drops off again at the construction wall
boundary layer with the thickness of almost one-third of the corrugation wave height. Some
previous studies on the flow over a sinusoidal wavy wall reported significant mean velocity
gradients throughout the channel and the location of the maximum mean velocity was shifted
closer to the opposite plane wall [9,10]. They also observed very strong mean velocity gradients
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in the region almost equal to the wave height. However, in the present study, the mean velocity
gradients in this region were modest, and almost negligible mean velocity gradients were
observed in the bulk region. One reason for this difference could be that in these studies the
wave height was 5% [9] and 5-10% [10] of the total channel height, whereas, in the present case,
the wave height was 27% of the total channel height. Therefore, in those studies the effect of the
strong shear produced by the wave was experienced locally although it influenced the bulk
domain by shifting the velocity maxima towards the opposite wall. In the present case, due to
the smaller dimension of the channel relative to the wave, the shear generated by the corrugation
wave was well mixed and diffused throughout the channel above the wave (see figure 2-2) and
thus, the mean flow was relatively uniform. This indicates that the wave height relative to the
channel height plays an important role in the diffusion of the shear. The shear generated by the
present corrugation wave was stronger than that by a sinusoidal wave due to the more abrupt
waveform as well as the transpired pores that formed additional roughness on the corrugation
surface.
Results in figure 2-4a also show that the mechanism of shear generation at the corrugation wave
was almost independent of the flow rate, the only exception being the lowest flow rate at Re =
530. The differences at this Reynolds number are likely due to the fact this Reynolds number is
well within the laminar flow regime in a plane channel. In the present study, the shear generated
by the wall induced instabilities in the flow. Such instabilities were strong enough to generate
turbulence in the flow, which is evident in the plots of turbulent properties at this Reynolds
number. Therefore, the influence of the shear, particularly in the region of high shear generation
(0.5 < y/h < 1.5), was more dominant on the mean flow for low Reynolds numbers than that at
higher Reynolds numbers in the classical transition or turbulent regimes.
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The results in figure 2-4b show that the behaviour of mean velocity at different locations along
the waveform is almost identical at the middle and top locations along the channel length. This
indicates the flow is periodic over each waveform for most of the channel length. In the region
near the inlet, there is some deviation from the behaviour observed downstream that could be due
to the inlet effects, which as mentioned earlier, are three-dimensional in nature. As mentioned in
the experimental setup section, the corrugated wall also has small perforations which could allow
outside air to enter into the channel through perforations. However, almost equal magnitudes of
the mean velocity at the middle and top sections along the channel length indicate that the air
flow rate through these perforations is almost negligible. This could be due to the reason that the
pores were very small (of the order of 100 microns) and therefore, the flow resistance through
these pores was substantially higher as compared to that through the open inlet at the bottom of
the channel. Although the mean streamwise velocity magnitude was lower at the bottom section
as discussed earlier, it could be due to the distribution of the bulk flow among the three velocity
components originating from the presence of flow three-dimensionality. This would result in the
relatively lower magnitude of the streamwise velocity components.

This hypothesis was

confirmed by the presence of the larger magnitude of mean cross-stream component compared to
that at the middle section. Therefore it can be concluded that in the presence of an open inlet at
the bottom, these pores do not play any active role in drawing the air into the channel and may
not be needed. Their role could be significant if the bottom inlet is kept closed and the air is
forced to be drawn through these pores. In this case however, strong suction pressure is needed
to overcome the flow resistance through these pores.
The comparison of various turbulent characteristics over the corrugation waveform show a
similar trend that the turbulence is enhanced in the region 1 < y/h < 1.5.
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However, this

enhancement of turbulence is more profound in the trough region as compared to that above the
crest. The results show that the turbulence in the channel was almost entirely produced in this
region above the trough (see figure 2-8). Previous studies on the flow over a sinusoidal wave
also observed the enhancement of turbulent kinetic energy production in this region [3,9,10].
They also observe a significant drop of the production magnitude to almost zero outside this
region. Kruse et al.[10] observed that the turbulent kinetic energy production magnitudes near
the opposite smooth wall were still measureable in relation to that near the sinusoidal wave.
Whereas in the present study, the production magnitudes near the plane construction wall are
almost negligible as compared to that near the corrugation wall. The plausible reasons for this
difference are the shape of the waves and the wave height-to-channel height ratio, which are
significantly different in both studies.
The Reynolds stress profiles show that the Reynolds stress magnitudes and the thickness of the
enhanced Reynolds stress layer within this region increased from the crest and reached the
maximum magnitude and thickness in the middle of the trough (x/ = 0.75) and then gradually
decreased to the next crest. Breuer et al. [1], and Hudson et al. [9] also observed a similar trend
over sinusoidal waves. In a classical case of plane channel, the Reynolds stress approaches zero
at the channel core [18], however, in the presence of a wavy wall, the location of the zero
Reynolds stress extended beyond the channel centerline towards the plane wall as demonstrated
in figure 2-7 and also supported by Hudson et al. [9] and Kruse et al.[10]. The results also show
that overall the Reynolds stress magnitude is significantly higher in the vicinity of the
corrugation wall as compared to the construction wall. In fact, the Reynolds stress magnitude
near the construction wall is almost negligible as compared to that near the corrugation which is
consistent with Breuer et al. [1] and Kruse et al.[10]
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Breuer et al.,[1] Hudson et al., [9] and Kruse et al. [10] observed a significant reduction in the
Reynolds stress magnitude from the peak value at the wave height to the zero location. In the
present study, this reduction is more gradual resulting with the location of the zero Reynolds
stress being closer to the construction wall. The Reynolds stress quantifies the momentum
transfer by the turbulent velocity field [18]. The larger magnitude of Reynolds stress in the
vicinity of the corrugation wave implies a significant momentum transfer from the corrugation
wall by the turbulent velocity field. Thus, the location of the zero Reynolds stress indicates the
extent of this enhanced momentum transfer. It can be argued that the corrugation waveform
generates strong turbulence which is transported more effectively over a wider region. Such an
argument is consistent with the dynamics of the turbulent velocity fields in figure 2-3, where the
momentum transport from the corrugation waveform towards the bulk flow domain in the form
of bursting flow and vortex advection is clearly evident. The plots of turbulent properties
demonstrate that the turbulence produced by the corrugation waveform dominates the entire
channel.
The profiles of turbulent properties at different channel locations along its length showed that the
mechanisms of turbulence production and diffusion are quite periodic. The trends however, are
somewhat different at the bottom section compared to the middle and top sections.

The

differences in the structure of the turbulent flow at the bottom section with that at the middle and
top sections are more profound in the trough region. Almost all profiles of various turbulent
properties show that the location of the peak magnitude of turbulence in the crest region at the
bottom section is closer to that at other heights. However, moving along the waveform towards
the trough, the peak location starts to shift closer to the trough wall at the bottom section.
Conversely at higher sections, the peak remains consistently located around the wave height
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(y/h ~ 1). As discussed earlier, these differences are likely due to the three-dimensional nature of
the flow in the inlet region, which affected the turbulence production and diffusion mechanisms
in the bottom section of the channel. Results from the present study do not provide any precise
information about the distance from the channel inlet up to which the inlet flow dynamics
influence the turbulent flow structure in the channel.
In the present study, five Reynolds numbers are considered. Based on the standard smooth
channel configuration, the top two Reynolds number (Re = 4140, 6650) lie within a fully
turbulent regime, while the two next lower Reynolds numbers (Re = 2030, 2675), lie within or
closer to the transition regime. The lowest Reynolds number (Re = 530) falls well within the
laminar regime. The results show that the structure of turbulent flow was similar at the four
higher Reynolds numbers while significantly different, particularly in the trough region, at the
lowest Reynolds number. In laminar flows at relatively low Reynolds numbers, the viscous
effects are strong enough to dissipate any instability generated in the flow. In such case, the
amplitude and hence the energy of the instability is typically small. However, in the present case,
results show that the flow at this Reynolds number was turbulent. This indicates that the
instabilities introduced by the present waveform were strong enough to overcome the viscous
effects and thereby becoming sustained, which led to the flow transformation into turbulence.
This is only possible when the magnitude of such instabilities is significantly high. Since the
source of instabilities in the present case is the waveform; the strongest instabilities are expected
to be generated in the vicinity of the waveform, particularly in the trough region. Away from the
waveform, the magnitude of these instabilities is expected to be low. At low Reynolds numbers,
the magnitude of the mean streamwise velocity is also low. In other words, in the classical
laminar flow regime, for the transition to turbulence, the ratio of the instability magnitude to the
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mean velocity magnitude should be significantly high as compared to that in the conventional
transitional or turbulent regimes. Therefore, when normalized by the respective bulk velocity,
the magnitudes of normalized turbulent properties are expected to be high at low Reynolds
numbers (which are well within the conventional laminar regime) in the regions where the
instabilities are strong while considerably lower in the region where the instabilities are weak.
The results at the lowest Reynolds number show this behaviour with higher magnitudes of
normalized turbulent properties in the trough region and lower magnitudes of normalized
turbulent properties in the bulk domain as compared to that at the higher Reynolds numbers.
In the classical case of forced convection heat transfer from a heated wall to the adjacent flowing
fluid, the heat is first transferred from the wall into the fluid thermal boundary layer and then this
heat diffuses into the bulk flow. For a given fluid, the effectiveness of this heat transfer lies on
the thickness of the thermal boundary layer and the dynamics of the bulk flow. The main
resistance to heat transfer lies within the thermal boundary layer where the heat is transferred via
conduction. The strong turbulent vortices generated near the wall enhance the heat transfer via
two mechanisms: first they either disrupt or reduce the thickness of this boundary layer (i.e.
reducing the conductive resistance) and second, they carry the hot fluid parcels from the wall
towards the bulk flow enhancing the heat diffusion.
The main objective of the transpired air collector configuration is to effectively transfer heat
from the corrugation wall (exposed to sun) to the air flowing through the channel. The results
presented in this study provide the first qualitative and quantitative assessment of the mean and
turbulent flow structure in such a configuration. Present results show that the corrugation
waveform not only significantly enhances turbulence but also effectively diffuse it throughout
the channel. That is, strong turbulent vortices and bursts are generated near the wavy wall,
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which are then advected into the bulk domain. These turbulent structures thus enhance heat
transfer from the wall into the air flow via the two mechanisms discussed earlier. In solar energy
systems, the flow rates are typically kept low in order to increase the fluid temperature. The
present results show that this corrugation waveform generates turbulence at relatively low flow
rates, which implies an effectively heat transfer even at low flow rates compared to that at a
plane wall. Thus, such a corrugation waveform would enhance the thermal performance of a
transpired air collector.
2.6 Conclusions
Results are reported from an experimental study conducted to investigate the air flow behaviour
in a vertical channel bounded by a transpired air collector corrugated surface and a plane
construction wall. PIV measurements obtained two dimensional velocity fields at three channel
positions and five Reynolds numbers.

The results show that the corrugation waveform

substantially modified both mean and turbulent flow structure inside the channel.

The

instantaneous velocity fields showed that the shear layer at the boundary of the bulk and
separated flows oscillates in time, which in turn affects the size and strength of separation
vortices. The rate and amplitude of shear layer oscillations increased with the Reynolds number
resulting in a stronger bulk and separated flow interaction, which extends deeper into the bulk
flow. The turbulent flow field was comprised of strong bursting flow originating from the trough,
sweeping flow from the bulk region, and a combination of the vortex shedding off the crest with
the mixing layer in the separation region.

Their interactions created a complex three-

dimensional flow structure extended over almost the entire channel.
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Mean velocity profiles show very weak mean flow in the separation zone and relatively uniform
flow in the bulk region. The mean velocity gradients near the corrugation wave height were
modest, and almost negligible in the bulk region indicating a strong diffusion of the shear. It was
found that the mechanism of shear generation at the corrugation wave was almost independent of
the flow rate. The turbulent characteristics over the corrugation waveform show a similar trend
that the turbulence is enhanced in the region 1 < y/h < 1.5. However, this enhancement of
turbulence is more profound in the trough region as compared to that above the crest. The results
also show that the turbulence in the channel was almost entirely produced in this region above
the trough. The profiles of the Reynolds stress indicated a significant momentum transfer from
the corrugation wall by the turbulent velocity field and the extent of this enhanced momentum
transfer. The results demonstrate that the turbulence produced by the corrugation waveform
dominates the entire channel.
The comparison of the flow behaviour at different heights along the channel length indicates that
the mean flow and associated shear generation, and the production and diffusion of turbulence
are periodic with respect to the waveform in the channel with the exception at the bottom section
of the channel.

This discrepancy was attributed to the inlet effects causing strong three-

dimensionality in the flow. The Reynolds numbers considered in the present study covered the
classical range of laminar, transition and turbulent flow regimes. The results show the presence
of strong turbulence even at the Reynolds number that falls within the laminar range. However,
the structure of turbulent flow at this Reynolds number was different from the other cases. It was
argued that the corrugation waveform induced strong instabilities in the flow that led to the
transformation of flow into turbulence. It can be concluded that the strong production of
turbulence by the corrugation waveform and its effective diffusion throughout the channel would
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significantly enhance the heat transfer from the corrugation wall and hence would enhance the
thermal performance of a transpired air collector.
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2.9 Figures
Figure 2-1

2-1: Schematic of the experimental setup.
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Figure 2-2

a)
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b)
2-2: Snapshots of instantaneous velocity fields at the middle channel height (X/L = 0.57) in (a)
the trough section; (b) the crest section, at Re = 2675. λ = corrugation wavelength; h =
corrugation wave height. The resolution of the velocity field is reduced in the plots for
the better illustration of the flow dynamics.
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Figure 2-3

a)
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b)
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c)
2-3: Snapshots of the turbulent velocity vector fields at various locations along the channel at
different Reynolds numbers. (a) The crest section at X/L = 0.57, Re = 2675; (b) the trough
section at X/L = 0.18, Re = 4140; (c) the trough section at X/L = 0.57, Re = 4140. The
resolution of the velocity field is reduced in the plots for the better illustration of the flow
dynamics.
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Figure 2-4

a)
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b)
2-4: Mean velocity profiles at various locations over the corrugation waveform normalized by
the bulk velocity (UB); (a) at the middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57) at various
Reynolds numbers. (∆), Re = 530; (○), Re = 2030; (□), Re = 2675; (◊) Re = 4140; (×), Re
= 6650. (b) At various heights along the channel length for Re = 2675. (∆), X/L = 0.18;
(○), X/L = 0.57; (□), X/L = 0.8.
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Figure 2-5

a)
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b)
2-5: Profiles of the RMS streamwise turbulent velocity at various locations over the corrugation
waveform normalized by UB; (a) at the middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57) at
various Reynolds numbers. (∆), Re = 530; (○), Re = 2030; (□), Re = 2675; (◊) Re = 4140;
(×), Re = 6650. (b) At various heights along the channel length for Re = 2675. (∆), X/L =
0.18; (○), X/L = 0.57; (□), X/L = 0.8.
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Figure 2-6

a)
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b)
2-6: Profiles of the RMS cross-stream turbulent velocity at various locations over the corrugation
waveform normalized by UB; (a) at the middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57) at
various Reynolds numbers. (∆), Re = 530; (○), Re = 2030; (□), Re = 2675; (◊) Re = 4140;
(×), Re = 6650. (b) At various heights along the channel length for Re = 2675. (∆), X/L =
0.18; (○), X/L = 0.57; (□), X/L = 0.8.
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Figure 2-7

a)
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b)
2-7: Profiles of Reynolds Stress

′ ′

at various locations over the corrugation form

normalized by UB; (a) at the middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57) at various
Reynolds numbers. (∆), Re = 530; (○), Re = 2030; (□), Re = 2675; (◊) Re = 4140; (×), Re
= 6650. (b) At various heights along the channel length for Re = 2675. (∆), X/L = 0.18;
(○), X/L = 0.57; (□), X/L = 0.8.
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Figure 2-8

a)
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b)
2-8: Profiles of the turbulent kinetic energy production (P) normalized by UB and the channel
height H; (a) at the middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57) at various Reynolds
numbers. (∆), Re = 530; (○), Re = 2030; (□), Re = 2675; (◊) Re = 4140; (×), Re = 6650.
(b) At various heights along the channel length for Re = 2675. (∆), X/L = 0.18;
(○), X/L = 0.57; (□), X/L = 0.8.
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Chapter 3
The influence of surface heating on the flow dynamics within a
transpired air collector

3.1 Abstract
An experimental study was conducted to examine the air flow behaviour in the channel of a
transpired air collector under different heating conditions. Velocity fields were measured using
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Mean velocities and turbulent properties were computed and
evaluated. At high flow rates, the flow is dominated by forced convection while at the lowest
flow rate the flow is primarily buoyancy driven, where buoyancy induced stabilities and heating
effects are strongest. It was observed that the buoyancy-induced instabilities enhanced the
magnitude and modified the structure of mean and turbulent properties as compared to the
unheated flow. The flow rate influenced the relative magnitudes of the normalized mean and
turbulent velocities that were enhanced with a decrease in the flow rate at a given heating
condition. Collector efficiencies up to 70% were observed, which could be attributed to the
corrugation surface geometry that enhanced turbulence and provided a larger heat transfer
surface area.

Keywords:
Turbulent flow, Particle Image Velocimetry, transpired solar collector, corrugated surface,
constant heat flux.
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3.2 Introduction
A recent estimate from the International Energy Agency (IEA) states the global energy demand
is expected increase by 35% between the years 2008 and 2035 [1]. Due to the limited reserves of
conventional fossil fuels and their harmful effects on the environment, it is crucial to explore
renewable energy alternatives to meet this growing energy demand. The IEA has also projected
that more than 13% of the increase in energy demand over this period is expected to be provided
by renewable energy sources [1]. In cold climates like Canada, heating requires a significant
portion of the total energy demand. According to National Resources Canada (NRCAN), as of
2008 the average commercial building consumes about 50% of its total heating requirement on
space heating, which is primarily supplied through fossil fuels. Therefore, there is need to
develop efficient and cost effective renewable energy systems for building heating applications.
One emerging technology is the transpired solar air collector. It has a simple design concept that
consists of installing a perforated, flat, or corrugated sheet metal in front of a building façade to
create an approximately two dimensional channel for ambient air to flow. Incident sunlight on
the wall causes it to heat up; this heat is transferred to ambient air in the channel that is then
drawn into the building Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system to reduce the
total load required to heat the supply air.
Solar air collectors of different geometries have been studied experimentally and numerically.
Most of these studies were focused on the investigation of the thermal performance of flat plate
solar air collectors with different configurations at various flow rates and solar irradiance to
estimate the overall system efficiency [2-10].

These studies concluded that the overall

performance was strongly dependent on many system variables including collector material [11],
perforation size and spacing [2,3] flow rate [12], wind speed [4], channel depth [13], and
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irradiation [5]. An asymmetry in the mean velocity profile across the channel has been reported
[6-8], which was argued to enhance heat transfer [6]. There is also an agreement that the overall
heat removal efficiency improves at higher flow rates [4,8,9]. These studies are all focused on
evaluating the thermal performance of flat plate solar air collectors based on bulk parameters,
which do not provide sufficient details on the underlying physical processes, which are essential
for understanding the energy transfer efficiency of the system.

The only experiment for

corrugated plates was conducted by Gawlik [14] and this research was focused on the flow
separation phenomena with sinusoidal shaped geometry.
Although there have been several studies describing the flow over a heated flat wall from the
fundamental perspective, the flow dynamics and hence the associated heat transfer in the
transpired air collector with a corrugated waveform is more complex than that over a flat surface.
There are some studies describing the flow behaviour over a wavy wall however, they were
conducted in the absence of wall heating. To the best of authors’ knowledge there is no reported
investigation of the flow behaviour in a channel with heating from the wavy wall.

As the

present study is focused on investigating the flow behaviour over a heated corrugation waveform,
the literature review is split into two components: turbulent flows over wavy surfaces and
channel flows over a heated surface.
Several studies investigated turbulent flow over smooth wavy surfaces in a 2D channel [15-20].
A common observation in all these studies was that the mean velocity profile was asymmetric
with the peak velocity shifted away from the center towards the opposite flat wall. Another
common observation was the enhancement of turbulent properties in the trough region due to the
flow separation off the crest.

The flow reattachment point was observed to vary non-

monotonically with Reynolds number on the windward side of each wave [15]. The peak
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production of turbulent kinetic energy occurred above the trough at a distance equal to the wave
height [16,17].
In a 2D channel over a square waveform, a similar velocity profile was observed as flows over a
sinusoidal surface. The momentum exchange between the local and bulk flows was seen to
increase with both wavelength and Reynolds number. Maximum turbulent kinetic energies were
observed above the reattachment point on the windward corner of the square wave [21,22].
Significant work has been done on forced and natural convection in differentially heated
channels. It has been observed that the peak mean velocity shifted towards the heated wall [2325], which is consistent with that observed in flat plate solar air collectors [7,8]. The wall
heating induces buoyancy-driven secondary flow which increases mixing and thereby enhances
the heat transfer to the fluid near the heated wall. For channel flow with one side wall heated
and the opposite wall cooled, there is agreement that heat transfer is increased for large Grashof
numbers [23, 26] where natural convection is the dominant mode of heat transfer. Radiation
generated from the heated wall surface creates thermal instability between the fluid and the top
and bottom channel walls and enhances heat transfer [26]. After the flow reaches its maximum
kinetic energy ratio, it gradually decreases as the temperature of the flow grows and buoyancy
forces decrease. The heat generated from the side walls rises and accumulates in the top of the
channel creating a stratification that dampens the buoyancy [23].

A numerical study was

conducted of a 2D vertical cavity with one side heated wall with buoyancy driven flow. Emitted
radiation from the heated wall increases the temperature of the opposite insulated surface for
laminar and turbulent buoyancy driven flows, but this only visibly affects the flow at laminar
Reynolds numbers with the existence of two peak streamwise velocities near the boundaries [27].
Yilmaz and Fraser [28] conducted a numerical and experimental investigation measuring mean
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velocities and turbulent kinetic energies of a turbulent natural convection in a vertical channel
with one wall at constant temperature. Numerical and experimental results showed an increasing
maximum mean velocity shifted towards the heated wall as the flow developed downstream.
The turbulent kinetic energy profile is very erratic towards the inlet of the channel; the maximum
magnitude not only decreases rapidly from the inlet and then steadily increases again to the end
of the channel, but the location of the maximum turbulent kinetic energy shifts from the unheated
wall at the inlet to the heated wall halfway down the channel, and then gradually moves to the
core of the flow. Gajusingh and Siddiqui [25] studied the impact of wall heating on the initially
turbulent and laminar channel flows. They reported that the addition of heat transitions a laminar
flow into turbulent due to the buoyancy-induced turbulence. Conversely, in an initially turbulent
flow, the addition of heat reduces the magnitude of turbulent properties due to the dampening of
shear-produced turbulence as it interacts with the buoyancy forces.
As the literature review shows, there is a scarcity of studies investigating the influence of a
heated waveform and the associated flow structure on convection. For the corrugated geometry
of the transpired air collector considered in the present study, there are some studies that
investigated its bulk thermal performance in practical applications [14, 29]. Belusko et al. [29]
predicted the thermal efficiency increased of jet impingement on the channel flow moving
parallel to the corrugations in a perforated corrugated air collector. The study showed the
additional pressure losses required to produce an air jet through the perforations into the channel
are a small factor for an increase in thermal performance. They also commented that it was
necessary to determine the flow distribution in the air channel for local convection coefficients.
Gogakis [30] conducted experiments on the commercial corrugated transpired air collector in the
field with the collector corrugations mounted parallel with the air flow. The collector and air
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temperatures were measured to calculate heat exchanger efficiency between the panel and the
bulk air, and total energy savings. General results showed an increase in efficiency with air flow
rate and incident irradiance with a maximum heat exchanger efficiency of 21%.
These studies have shown the promising potential of corrugated transpired air collectors,
however there is no detailed study on the fundamental thermo-fluid interaction between the
heated corrugation wall and airflow in the channel. Such understanding of these interactions and
the flow characterization is vital to optimize the collector performance. We have recently
conducted a detailed investigation of the flow structure in the corrugated transpired air collector
to characterize the mean and turbulent flow behaviour in the absence of wall heating [31]. The
results have shown that the corrugation waveform significantly alters both the mean and
turbulent flow fields in the collector channel. The flow was observed to be oscillatory with
respect to the waveform throughout most of the channel length. Turbulent property profiles
show the enhancement of turbulence around the height of one waveform, in particular over the
trough sections [31]. This presented study is the continuation of this work with the focus on the
influence of corrugation wall heating on the mean and turbulent flow fields in the collector
channel. Results can not only be applied to the implementation of transpired air collectors to
optimize their performance, but also contribute to the understanding of the fundamental physical
processes involved.
3.3 Experimental Setup
A full scale transpired air collector system was built for experiments to be conducted in a
laboratory environment. A residential construction wall was built with dimensions 1.83 m long,
1.22 m wide and 0.1 m deep which was well insulated with R20 insulation and a vapor barrier.
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A 1.3 cm thick plywood board was fixed to the external face of the construction wall, and a 1 cm
drywall was attached to the opposite face. A commercial corrugated and perforated solar
collector made of 18 gauge sheet metal of size 1.83 m × 1.22 m was used. The material and
geometry of the collector was the same as that used in real transpired air collector applications
[30]. The corrugation amplitude (h) and wavelength () are 3.5 cm and 15 cm, respectively.
The surface of the sheet metal has triangular shaped (1.4 mm amplitude) perforations spaced 2.2
cm apart from their center (approximately 1.5% porosity).

This transpired collector was

mounted across the construction wall to create a channel with the corrugation waveform normal
to the flow direction. The height of the channel (H) was defined as the distance from the mean
corrugation height to the construction wall, which was 10.95 cm. The length of the channel (L)
was 1.83 m (see Fig 3-1). The channel sides were sealed with Plexiglas sheets to allow optical
access for measurement. The complete assembly was attached to a frame of dexion metal square
tubing, which allowed the system to be modular to vary inclination angle and channel height for
future experiments. The air flow through the channel was from the bottom to the top in the
suction mode drawn by a 3 hp centrifugal fan (New York Blower Company) and controlled by a
variable frequency drive.
Radiation heat was supplied to the solar collector by an array of 6×6 60W Sylvania halogen light
bulbs spaced evenly 20 cm apart. The temperature distribution was inspected using an infrared
camera (FLIR SC4000); the exterior surface of the solar air collector was reasonably uniform
with a maximum temperature variation within ±1°C.

The influence of side walls on the

corrugation wall temperature uniformity was minimal and mainly restricted near the edges. The
lighting array was mounted on a stand that allowed adjustment of the vertical position and angle
the light could be directed. The lighting array was placed 70 cm from the solar air collector. A
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voltage controller was used to vary the power input to the array.

The experiments were

conducted for two heating cases: 1450W and 2200W electrical power supply, which will be
referred to as low (qL) and high (qH) heating conditions respectively.
For each heating case the lighting system was left active for several hours before measurements
to reach steady state. During experiments, the external surface temperature of the corrugation
wall was monitored and measured with the FLIR Infrared Camera. T-type thermocouples with
the accuracy ±0.5% were placed throughout the channel to measure the bulk air inlet temperature,
bulk temperatures immediately upstream and downstream of the measurement field, construction
wall temperature in the measurement plane, and the outlet air temperature. The thermocouple
data was acquired using NI-9211 data acquisition cards with LabVIEW software at a sampling
rate of 2 Hz. The uniformity of the air temperature inside the channel at the given height was
relatively constant (±0.8oC) over 90% of the channel depth. This confirmed the two dimensional
nature of the flow.
Two dimensional instantaneous velocity fields over a complete waveform were obtained using
Particle Imaging Velocimetry (PIV) at three locations along the channel length, X/L = 0.41, 0.57,
0.80, where X was measured from the inlet of the channel (see Fig 3-1). Measurements in the
crest and following trough regions were taken separately to maintain high velocity field
resolution. The crest region was defined between x/λ= 0 and 0.5, while the trough region was
bounded between x/λ= 0.5 and 1.0, where x is the local coordinate measured from the base of the
windward face of the corrugation (see inset in Fig 3-1). There was about a 20% overlap of the
measurement domains for both the crest and trough. For each position, measurements were
taken in the mid cross plane where the flow was two-dimensional. For each experimental run,
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the data were collected 30 minutes after setting the desired flow rate allowing the flow and
temperatures to reach steady state.
The PIV system comprised of a 120 mJ Nd:YAG pulse laser (SoloPIV 120XT) as the light
source. A 1 cm slot was cut along the length of the construction wall and fitted with Plexiglas
strips on both sides of the construction wall to allow optical access for the laser light sheet to
reach measurement locations. A four megapixel CCD camera (Flare, IO Industries) with the
resolution of 2336 × 1752 pixels was mounted horizontally to image the flow through the
Plexiglas side wall. The field of view of the camera was about 15.3 cm × 11.5 cm. Eight-bit
images were acquired using an image acquisition system (CoreView, IO Industries) at a rate of
30 Hz. A four channel delay generator synchronized with the camera was used to control the
timing of the laser pulses.
Olive oil droplets with an average diameter of 1µm were used as the tracer particles for the PIV
measurements. The particles were introduced via a LaVision flow seeder using pressurized air.
The homogeneous distribution of tracer particles is very crucial for the flow velocity
computation using PIV. To generate homogeneous particle distribution in the flow, a 1-1/2 inch
PVC pipe 110 cm in length was used as the particle distributor (see Greig et al. (2012)).

The

cylindrical plenum was located 5 cm underneath the channel inlet (Fig 3-1).
Data were collected for five flow rates at each measurement position along the axial length of the
channel for both heating cases. For each case, 3000 images were acquired, which provided 1500
velocity fields. It was observed that the differences in the bulk mean streamwise velocities
between the top, middle and bottom sections for each heating condition was very small. Thus the
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bulk mean streamwise velocity in the middle section (X/L = 0.57) was considered as the
reference velocity scale (UB) for normalizing its corresponding heating condition.
Since the air density and viscosity varies with temperature, for a given fan RPM the Reynolds
number differed for each heating condition. Therefore, Reynolds number cannot be used as the
reference parameter when comparing different cases.

The reference parameter that was

consistent for heated and unheated cases was the fan RPM. Thus, the five flow rates which
correspond to five fan RPM settings will be referred to as Cases, I, II, III, IV and V; where Case
I represents the lowest flow rate while Case V represents the highest flow rate. As a reference
range, an estimate of the Reynolds number range for the five cases at the unheated condition
based on UB and the channel height (h), are 530, 2030, 2675, 4140, and 6650.
Images were captured with a small aperture setting to minimize the noise from the reflected light
for PIV data processing. Consequently, image brightness and contrast needed to be adjusted to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and to improve the accuracy of the velocity vector
computation using PIV technique. Thus an approach was used to rescale the gray values by a
constant factor in the region away from the construction wall, while in both near wall regions the
rescaling factor was linearly decreased to zero. This allowed an improved and almost uniform
contrast between the particles and the background (see Greig et al. [31]).
The PIV velocity fields were calculated by cross-correlating interrogation windows (48×48
pixels in size) in the first image of an image pair, with the corresponding search windows (96×96
pixels in size) in the second image of the image pair. A 50% overlap interrogation windows was
used, which provided a spatial resolution of 24×24 pixels, corresponding to a 1.6mm × 1.6mm
spatial resolution of the velocity field.

The erroneous velocity vectors were detected and
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corrected using a local median scheme based on the eight surrounding vectors [32] and a
secondary scheme based on the time-averaged mean velocity and the relative to the global
velocity direction (see Greig et al. [31]).
The total error in a PIV measurement is the sum of the errors from the seed particle diameter,
seed density, velocity gradients, out of plane motion, the dynamic range, peak locking, and
Adaptive Gaussian Window interpolation [33]. The uncertainly in the PIV velocity
measurements was estimated based on the criteria and data presented in Cowen and Monismith
[33] and Prasad et al. [34]. The uncertainty was computed at the highest flow rate and the high
heat case, which has the largest velocity gradients of all cases. Thus, the errors are expected to
be the largest in this case. The uncertainty in the PIV velocity measurements is estimated to be
±0.29 cm/s which is less than 1% of the bulk flow velocity. Example error calculations are given
in Appendix 1.
3.4 Results
For each case, temperatures were recorded for the entire duration of PIV velocity measurements.
The temperatures of the transpired air collector (referred to as corrugation wall), bulk flow and
construction wall were averaged in time and as well as over the channel length, which are
presented in Table 1 for both heating conditions. As expected, all these temperatures were
highest at the lowest air flow rate and decreased as the air flow rate increased. An interesting
observation in the data is that the temperatures of the construction wall surface were higher than
the bulk fluid temperature. This implies that the radiation heat transfer from the corrugation wall
to the construction wall is significant.

Furthermore, another contribution to the raise in

temperature was due to the nearly adiabatic conditions created at the construction wall side from
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the insulation. Therefore this temperature difference between the construction wall and the bulk
fluid contributed to the convection heat transfer to the airflow. This phenomenon was also
reported by Liao et al. [8]; they observed higher inner wall temperatures compared to the bulk
flow temperatures in a vertical channel heated from an outer plane wall. The results in Table 1
also show that these temperatures increase with an increase in the incident radiant heat flux, as
expected. The contribution of the heated construction wall to the total convection heat removed
by air was estimated based on the heat transfer correlation for the convection adjacent to a plane
vertical heated wall [35]. The results are presented in Table 2, which show that heat transfer
from the construction wall constitutes 15-25% of the total heat gain by the airflow.
The largest percent increase in corrugation wall external temperature from the low heating to the
high heating condition was comparable for the two lowest flow rates (Case I and II), which was
approximately 18%. Additionally, the largest percent increase in average bulk flow temperature
was also observed at the lowest flow rate (Case I), which was 13.5%. It was the construction
wall that experienced the largest percent increase in temperature between the two heating
conditions. For flow rate Cases I, II and III, the inner channel temperature of the construction
wall increased 19-20%.
The total incident radiant heat flux on the transpired air collector was estimated based on the
radiation incident on an infinite flat plane from a point source, which could theoretically absorb
half of the radiation emitted by the point source [36]. Due to the finite size of the corrugation
wall, a conservative estimate of 60% of the theoretical maximum of half the energy from the
source was assumed as absorbed. This results with a final estimate of 30% of the radiation
emitted by the array of bulbs was incident on the corrugation wall.

The values of the

approximated incident radiation on the corrugation wall are also presented in Table 1. The losses
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from the corrugation wall to ambient air through convection and radiation were calculated and
found to be less than 14.5W, which was considered to be negligible compared to the total
incident radiation. The total heat transfer to air over the entire length of the channel was also
computed and the values are presented in Table 2.
Instantaneous velocity fields were obtained using PIV. Mean velocity field for each case was
computed by time-averaging the instantaneous velocity data at each grid point.

Turbulent

velocity fields were obtained by subtracting the time-averaged velocity from the instantaneous
velocity at each grid point. Snapshots of the turbulent velocity fields in the crest and trough
regions for Case I at the high heating condition are shown in figure 3-2. The plots show that the
turbulent velocity fields are very dynamic and complex. The bulk flow separates off each crest
and sheds vortices that move into both the downstream trough section and bulk flow. There also
is an oscillatory behaviour in the flow which results in a non-monotonic reattachment point of
the flow on the windward edge of each crest. It is apparent that there are several small-scale
turbulent structures (vortices), originating from the trough and advecting downstream and
interacting with the vortices in the channel core as well as the turbulent structures that originated
off the construction wall. Such interactions resulted in an overall complex turbulent flow
structure throughout the channel.
A detailed inspection of the turbulent velocity fields at unheated and both heated conditions
show that the turbulent flow structure was quite similar for Cases III-V although the velocity
magnitudes were dependent on the heat flux. The turbulence intensity increased with an increase
in the wall heat flux. At the two lower flow rates (Cases I and II), the structure in turbulent flow
was different near the corrugation wall in the presence and absence of heating. It was observed
that heating induced stronger velocities and velocity gradients close to the corrugation wall side
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of the channel.

Turbulence enhances mixing and hence the transport of heat.

Thus, the

enhancement of turbulence by the corrugation wall further contributed to the effective transfer of
heat from the wall to the air flow.
The streamwise (u) time-averaged velocity data across the channel height was plotted at different
wave phases for all flow rates in figure 3-3a at the high heat flux condition. The plot shows that
in general the normalized mean velocity magnitudes are comparable in the bulk flow region of
the channel (1.9 < y/h < 3.1) and in the immediate vicinity of the trough. A significant variation
in the normalized values was observed in the region 0.5 < y/h < 1.5 for each flow rate. It was
found that the normalized magnitude of mean velocity increased monotonically with a decrease
in the flow rates in this region. This implies that the heat addition has a stronger effect on the
velocity magnitude at the lower flow rates. The location of the peak velocity magnitude was also
seen to vary with the flow rate. At the highest flow rate (Case V), the peak velocity was located
in the bulk flow region tending towards the construction wall side. However, as the flow rate
decreases the peak shifts towards the corrugation wall to a well defined peak.
The mean velocity profiles at the three channel measurement positions across the length of the
channel were also compared over the waveform. At a given condition, the velocity profiles
collapsed into a very narrow band indicating that the flow was periodic over each waveform of
the collector, in other words the flow structure and velocity repeat over each complete waveform
down the channel length.
To study the impact of corrugation wall heating on the mean flow behaviour inside the channel,
the mean velocity profiles at the middle section of the channel for the unheated and two heated
cases are plotted in figures 3-3b and 3-3c at the lowest and highest flow rates (Cases I and V),
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respectively. The plots show that the mean velocity profiles at both heating conditions and at all
wave phases collapsed into a very narrow band, indicating that, comparing the given heat flux
inputs, they do not have a significant impact on the magnitude or structure of the mean velocity
field in the channel. Similar trends are observed at all examined flow rates. However, the plot
shows that depending on the flow rate, the heat flux could influence the mean flow magnitude
and structure. This effect is stronger at the lowest flow rate, but diminishes at the highest flow
rate. At the lowest flow rate (figure 3-3b), the mean velocity in the absence of heat is relatively
uniform throughout the channel height compared to the heated cases. The results show that wall
heating not only increased the overall magnitude of the mean velocity but also altered the shape
of the velocity profile. It was observed that the heating produced two enhanced mean velocity
regions across the channel: A stronger and wider region of enhanced mean velocity near the
corrugation wall, and another lesser enhancement region near the construction wall.

This

enhancement of velocity was due to the wall heating effects which occurred at both walls,
however, the greater enhancement near the corrugation wall was a result of the higher
corrugation wall temperature. It was observed that the mean velocity magnitude increased by a
factor of 3 and 5 due to wall heating near the corrugation and construction walls, respectively for
the lowest flow rate. It should be noted that in the absence of heating, the peak mean velocity
was located closer to the construction wall [31].

As the flow rate increased, the relative

enhancement of the mean velocity magnitude due to wall heating decreased and became almost
negligible at the highest flow rate. This is likely due to the decrease in the wall temperatures
with the flow rates (see Table 1).
Figure 3-4a shows the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) streamwise (u) turbulent velocity profiles at
different wave phases for all flow rates (Cases I-V) at the high heat flux condition.
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The plot

shows that the RMS streamwise turbulent velocity magnitudes are higher in the vicinity of the
corrugation wall compared to the construction wall with the largest peak enhancement above the
crest. It was observed that the velocity magnitudes are relatively uniform in the bulk flow region.
The most significant overall enhancement in the velocity magnitude was observed in the trough
region. An interesting feature in the plot was that the normalized velocity profiles collapsed well
in the bulk flow region at all flow rates except at the lowest flow rate (Case I), where, in general,
the average RMS values were a factor of 2 greater than the higher flow rates across the bulk flow
in the channel. The results also show that in the trough region within almost one wave height,
the magnitude of the RMS streamwise velocity increased monotonically with a decrease in the
flow rate. It is also observed that in general, the location of the peak velocity magnitude shifted
towards the trough with a decrease in the flow rate. The peak velocity magnitudes in the trough
region at the lowest flow rate (Case I) are 50% higher than the next highest at Case II. The
average RMS streamwise turbulent velocity in the close vicinity of the corrugation waveform (0
< y/h < 1.5) is approximately 25% larger than that in the vicinity of the construction wall (y/h >
3).
When comparing the streamwise turbulent velocity profiles at the top, middle, and bottom
locations along the channel length, they were well periodic over each waveform at any given
condition.
The RMS streamwise turbulent velocity profiles at the middle section of the channel for the
unheated and two heated cases are plotted in figures 3-4b and 3-4c at the lowest and highest flow
rates (Cases I and V), respectively. In figure 3-4b, it can be seen that heating significantly
increases streamwise turbulent velocities across the entire channel. Although there was very
minimal change in streamwise RMS magnitude for this Case, there was a slight peak observed at
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the height just above the waveform crest (y/h = 1.2), which then slightly decreases to a local
minimum at the core of the bulk flow, and begins to increase again near the construction wall.
The peak is more intense directly over the crest compared to over the trough. Streamwise RMS
values also decrease from the peak in the trough region, but it was still apparent that there was
enhanced streamwise turbulent velocities in this region with heating. Both heating conditions
provided very similar streamwise RMS magnitudes, indicating that the relative increase in
heating from the low to high condition enhanced streamwise turbulent velocities marginally.
The streamwise RMS values were an average of 4.5 times larger in the heating cases versus the
unheated condition. At the highest flow rate (Case V) shown in figure 3-4c, both heating
conditions and the unheated condition collapse very well, signifying that heating contributes very
little to streamwise turbulent enhancement at the higher flow rates. There are two peaks of
approximately equal magnitude: the first located at y/h = 3.4 near the construction wall, and the
other at y/h = 1.1 above the corrugation wave height. The streamwise RMS turbulent velocity
from the first peak at the construction wall decreases relatively sharply in the bulk flow, and then
gradually increases again to the second peak at the corrugation wave height. Streamwise RMS
values then steadily decrease to near zero in the trough section. The peak streamwise turbulent
velocity magnitude at the waveform crest was an average of 20% larger than the peak observed
at the construction wall between 0 < x/λ < 0.7, while over the other waveform section, both peak
magnitudes were within 5% of each other.
Figure 3-5a shows the RMS cross-stream (v) turbulent velocity profiles at different wave phases
for all flow rates (Cases I-V) at the high heat flux condition. The plot shows trends similar to
that of the RMS streamwise turbulent velocity. The cross-stream turbulent velocity magnitudes
are highest in the vicinity of the corrugation wall with a relatively uniform magnitudes in the
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bulk flow region and slight enhancement in the trough region (0.75 < y/h < 1). Similar to the
streamwise turbulent velocities, the normalized magnitudes of the cross-stream turbulent
velocities are quite comparable at all flow rates except the lowest flow rate. In general, the RMS
cross-stream magnitudes at the lowest flow rate were approximately 2.2 and 2.8 times higher, in
the trough and crest respectively, than those at the higher flow rates. However, although the
normalized magnitudes are comparable, there was larger region of local enhancement in the
trough for cross-stream turbulent velocity profiles at as compared to streamwise turbulent
velocities.
The RMS cross-stream turbulent velocity profiles at the top, middle and bottom locations along
the channel length were also compared over the waveform at all flow rates and both heating
conditions.

It was observed that in general, the profiles at different waveforms collapsed

relatively well however, in some cases, the RMS cross-stream velocity magnitude was higher in
the trough region furthest downstream location, while the higher velocity magnitude was located
in bulk flow region in the upstream section of the channel. These results indicate that the crossstream turbulent velocity was not as periodic as the streamwise turbulent velocity.
The RMS cross-stream turbulent velocity profiles at the middle section of the channel for the
unheated and two heated cases are plotted in figures 3-5b and 3-5c at the lowest and highest flow
rates (Cases I and V), respectively. The impact of the incident heat flux was most apparent at the
lowest flow rate; the cross-stream turbulent velocity magnitudes increased with the heat flux at
the lowest flow rate. The enhancement of turbulence due to wall heating was also observed to be
more profound in the trough region. The normalized magnitudes of the RMS cross-stream
turbulent velocity were approximately 6 times higher in both the bulk and trough region due to
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wall heating. The results also show that the relative increase in the cross-stream turbulent
velocity magnitude at different incident heat fluxes is stronger above the crest.
Comparison of the magnitudes of the RMS streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocities
shows that overall the streamwise normalized turbulent velocity magnitudes are 50% and 20%
higher than the cross-stream velocity magnitudes at the highest heating condition at the lowest
and highest flow rates (Case I and V) respectively.

In the trough region, the streamwise

normalized RMS values are 8% and 45% larger than the cross-stream, and in the bulk region,
they are 75% and 43% larger at the lowest flow rate and the highest flow rate respectively. The
streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocities have a relatively consistent difference at the
highest flow rate in the trough and bulk flow regions partially because the shape of their profiles
are very similar.

The most comparable normalized RMS turbulent velocities between the

streamwise and cross-stream flows were observed in the trough region at the lowest flow rate.
Figure 3-6a shows the Reynolds stress (

′ ′) profiles at different wave phases for all flow rates

(Cases I-V) at the high heat flux condition. The plot shows enhanced Reynolds stress in the
trough region at all flow rates, which decreased to approximately zero in the bulk region as well
as the trough boundary. However, this trend was different at the lowest flow rate; the Reynolds
stress magnitudes are strongest in the trough region, which decreased away from the waveform
and became negative in the bulk region. It then approached zero again towards the construction
wall. Note that the negative Reynolds stress magnitude decreased with an increase in the flow
rate and for Cases III to V the negative Reynolds stress magnitude was negligible. The
observation of the negative Reynolds stress will be discussed in the following section.
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A brief examination of the Reynolds stress profiles at the top, middle and bottom locations along
the channel length over the waveform at both heating conditions showed that there was little to
no negative Reynolds stress at the lowest flow rate towards the bottom of the channel length, but
it became negative between 1 < y/h < 2.5. By the highest flow rate there was little variation in
the magnitudes of the Reynolds stress profiles, indicating that the flow became periodic across
each waveform at the higher flow rates.
The Reynolds stress profiles at the middle section of the channel for the unheated and two heated
cases are plotted in figures 3-6b and 3-6c at the lowest and highest flow rates (Cases I and V),
respectively. Similar to earlier observations, the impact of wall heating on the Reynolds stress is
profound at the lowest flow rate, which decreases with the flow rate to become almost
insignificant at the highest flow rate. Figure 3-6b shows in the absence of heating, the Reynolds
stress remains positive throughout the channel and the negative Reynolds stress is observed at
both heating conditions. This indicates that the manifestation of the negative Reynolds stress is
related to the heat addition from the corrugation wall. The plot in figure 3-6b also shows in the
absence of heating, the location of the peak Reynolds stress was in the trough region at
approximately one wave height. However, with the heat addition, the Reynolds stress peak
shifted towards the trough wall up to the mid-trough location (x/

= 0.75) and then it started to

shift away from the wall.
3.5 Discussion
The presented results show that the heating from the corrugation wall could have a significant
effect on the structure and magnitude of both mean and turbulent velocities depending on the air
flow rate. It was observed that at high flow rates (Case IV and V), the structure and magnitude
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of mean and turbulent velocities are quite comparable across unheated, low heating, and high
heating conditions. However, as the flow rate was reduced, the applied heat flux not only
produced greater velocities compared to the unheated flow but also affected the overall structure
(figure 3-3b and 3-4b). Although the Reynolds number at this flow rate is well within the
classical laminar range, Greig et al. [31] have shown that instabilities caused by the corrugation
geometry led to the transition of the flow to turbulence. The results show that the turbulence
became significantly stronger in the presence of heating at this flow rate, which was likely due to
buoyancy-induced instabilities creating an additional source of turbulence. When the air parcels
in the channel come in contact with the heated corrugation wall, they form thermal plumes
because of the decrease in density. The interaction of these plumes with each other and with the
bulk flow resulted in a complex flow structure comprised of vortices, shear layers and bursting
and sweeping motions as depicted in figure 3-2. Bursting is referred to as the general motion of
the turbulent flow ejecting from a surface, while sweeping is defined as the flow moving towards
and into a surface. The channel flow is mixed convection, with the combination of natural
convection from the heated wall and forced convection from the suction fan. As a result, both
inertia and buoyancy forces contribute to the convection heat transfer. The relative contribution
of inertia and buoyancy forces can be quantified in terms of the Grashof-to-Reynolds number
ratio (Gr/Re2). The buoyancy effects are dominant if Gr/Re2 > 1 [35]. The values of Gr/Re2 are
presented in Table 2. As expected, this ratio grew with a decrease in the flow rate and was
highest at the lowest flow rate. This implies that the flow is primarily driven by buoyancy for
the lower flow rates; thus, the buoyancy-induced instabilities act as a major source of turbulence
compared to that at the higher flow rates.
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The results in figures 3-3b, 3-4b and 3-5b also show that the flow structure at the lowest flow
rate was affected mainly in the vicinity of the corrugation, where the velocity magnitudes were
relatively enhanced. The enhancement region where the thermal plumes were stronger and more
frequent was observed in between 1 < y/h < 1.5 above the crest, and between 0.5 < y/h < 1.2
above the trough region.

As the thermal plumes are also advecting in the same direction as the

bulk flow, they contributed to the increase in the mean velocity. The construction wall also had
a higher temperature relative to the flow, thus plumes were also generated from the plane wall as
well, which locally increased the mean velocity magnitude near the construction wall as seen in
figure 3-3b. The enhancement of turbulent velocities above the crest was likely due to the strong
interaction between the plumes and the bulk flow. Similarly, above the trough, this region
corresponds to the zone where interactions between the plumes originating inside the trough
would be most intense and as a result, the turbulent velocities increase.
The comparison of the streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocities at the lowest flow rate
(figures 3-4b and 3-5b) shows, in general, the streamwise turbulent velocities are stronger and
relatively uniform across the channel excluding the crest. The cross-stream turbulent velocity
magnitudes were stronger in the trough of the corrugation and decreased gradually towards the
construction wall. This is likely an effect of the source of the plumes and movement of the
plumes relative to the corrugation geometry.
At the higher flow rates, the structure and magnitude of mean and turbulent velocities were
comparable for unheated and both heated conditions, which demonstrates the incident heat flux
did not contribute to the further enhancement of turbulence. These high flow rates fall in the
classical turbulent flow regime based on their Reynolds number, which implies that the flow was
turbulent regardless of the geometry. Greig et al. [31] have shown that the presence of the
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corrugation waveform enhanced the magnitudes of turbulent velocities compared to that at a
plane smooth wall. Thus, a plausible explanation for the observed trends is the contribution of
buoyancy to the turbulence generation at high flow rates was not significant compared to the
generation from the mean shear flow. This was confirmed by the Gr/Re2 values in Table 2. At
the higher flow rates (Case IV and V), Gr/Re2 was significantly less than one, which implies that
the inertial effects were dominant.
The relative magnitudes of the mean and turbulent velocities were also affected by a change in
flow rate for a given incident heat flux condition (figure 3-3a, 3-4a, and 3-5a). It was also
observed that increasing the flow rate shifted the location of the peak mean velocity away from
the corrugation waveform. Greig et al. [31] have shown that in the absence of heat, the location
of the peak mean velocity in the channel was located in the bulk flow closer to the construction
wall. As previously stated, although the buoyancy-induced thermal plumes contributed to an
increase in the mean velocity near the corrugation wall, these effects diminished with an
increasing flow rate. Therefore, the normalized mean velocity close to the corrugation wall
decreased and the location of the peak mean velocity shifted towards the construction wall to
where the peak mean velocity will be in an unheated channel. In fact at the highest flow rate, the
location of the peak velocity magnitude for the heated condition was almost identical as seen for
the unheated condition [31].
When comparing the normalized mean velocities in Figure 3-3a, they are almost identical,
excluding the lowest flow rate, which shows an interesting deviation. Case I at the high heating
condition shows the largest relative velocities at both boundaries of the bulk flow with a slight
decrease in velocity in the middle of the bulk region compared to the other normalized flow rates.
It was noted, the thermal plumes contributed to the increase in the velocity near both walls due to
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the higher wall temperatures relative to the flow. However, the local increase of mean velocity
near the construction wall was not observed at other flow rates even with the higher wall
temperature, but instead they decreased towards the construction wall such as the standard
channel flows. The mean velocity enhancement near the construction wall at the lowest flow
rate further supports that the buoyancy effects dominate this flow. In order to satisfy mass
conservation, an increase in the velocity in one region must be balanced by a decrease in the
velocity in another region. At high flow rates, the increase in the mean velocity magnitude near
the corrugation wall is balanced by a decrease in the velocity at the construction wall. However
at the lowest flow rate, the mean velocity increased at both walls; thus, to satisfy mass
conservation, the mean velocity must decrease in the middle of the bulk region.
The plots in figures 3-4a and 3-5a show that the influence of the flow rate on turbulent velocity
magnitudes is stronger in the vicinity of the corrugation wall (0.5 < y/h < 1.5) as compared to the
bulk of the channel. In general, while the normalized RMS streamwise turbulent velocity was
reasonably uniform across the channel, the cross-stream RMS magnitude was stronger near the
corrugation wall and decreased towards the construction wall.

Both normalized turbulent

velocities had increasing magnitudes with a decrease in the flow rate with the relative increase in
the turbulent intensity greatest at the lowest flow rate (Case I). This was likely due to the
relatively large contribution of buoyancy-induced turbulence and it can be argued that this
contribution of buoyancy to the turbulence generation is substantial when the flow rate falls
within the conventional laminar range without heating.
Another common feature in both streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocity plots (figures 34a and 5a) was the effect of the flow rate on changing the structure and magnitudes was greater
in the trough region compared the crest. The flow above the crest was primarily inertia driven
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and turbulence was produced by shear; the influence of thermal plumes originating from the crest
surface (i.e. buoyancy-induced turbulence) was suppressed. The only exception was the lowest
flow rate, which was primarily driven by buoyancy and, hence, the influence of the thermal
plume was significant, as mentioned earlier. The flow separates off each crest and loses energy
due to this separation. Thus the trough was of low-energy separated flow and the inertial effects,
including shear-induced turbulence, were relatively weak. Thus, the relative influence of the
inertial effects in the trough region was more distinct with respect to the flow rate compared to
above the crest.

Due to these weaker inertial effects, the buoyancy induced plumes and

turbulence have a relatively strong contribution to the turbulent velocities in this region. Thus,
the variation in the turbulent velocities in this region with the flow rate is more distinct.
The profiles in figures 3-6b and 3-6c show that wall heating also influences both the magnitude
and structure of the Reynolds stress. Although there were noticeable affects of heating at the
highest flow rate (Case V) than observed in the mean and turbulent velocities, the influence of
heating was still relatively weak. The most substantial effect was again observed at the lowest
flow rate. For instance, the Reynolds stress magnitude was increased by one to two orders of
magnitude in the trough region. Another interesting observation at the lowest flow rate was the
presence of negative Reynolds stress towards the corrugation side of the bulk domain. Note that
the negative Reynolds stress was observed only at the lowest flow rate, which implies that its
manifestation was related to strong buoyancy-induced effects. By convention, the positive
Reynolds stress

′ ′

is responsible for the momentum transport by the turbulent velocity

field [37]. The strong magnitudes of positive Reynolds stress in the vicinity of the corrugation
wall indicates a strong momentum transfer by the turbulent velocity field, which resulted in an
overall enhancement of turbulence across the channel. After comparing figures 3-3b, 3-4b, and
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3-5b, the negative Reynolds stress was considered not to have a direct influence on the turbulent
velocities in this region. A comparison of figures 3-3 and 3-6 shows that the region of negative
Reynolds stress somehow coincides with the region of mean flow deceleration. Thus, a plausible
interpretation of negative Reynolds stress would be that the turbulence momentum was utilized
to reduce the mean velocity towards the middle of the bulk flow.
The surface temperatures of the transpired air collector for the given incident heat flux conditions
were within the expected range for transpired air collectors under realistic conditions [30]. As
the heat flux increased from 530 to 793 W, the corrugation surface temperature, bulk flow
temperature and construction wall surface temperature increased on average by 19%, 11%, and
18%, respectively. The corrugation surface temperature decreased by a maximum of 8 degrees
Celsius between lowest and highest flow rates.
As expected, the highest transpired air collector, bulk air, and construction wall surface
temperatures were observed at the lowest flow rates (Table 1). At the lowest flow rate (Case I),
when the air velocity is slowest, heat transfer was primarily through natural convection as
previously discussed. While at the higher flow rates, where heating effects are minimal on the
mean velocity, the heat transfer mode shifts to forced convection, evident by the Gr/Re2 ratio in
Table 2. The total heat removed from the channel walls by the air is also given in table 2, which
shows that the rate of heat removal was slowest at the lowest flow rate resulting in higher
corrugation wall, bulk air, and construction wall temperatures. Conversely, forced convection at
the highest flow rate removed the most amount of heat and temperatures were at their lowest.
Based on the estimated incident heat flux on the transpired air collector, the thermal efficiency
was calculated. At the high heat flux condition, efficiencies ranged from 20% to 70%, at the
lowest to highest flow rates, respectively. The efficiency range was lower at the low heat flux
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condition, which was between 16% and 52% for the lowest and highest flow rates again,
respectively.
There was a consistent trend of trough temperatures being slightly higher than crest temperatures
at all flow rates. Although the trough sections were slightly closer to the radiation heat source, it
is more probable that the increased temperatures in the trough region were due to the lower
velocities in the trough section as compared to the crest section as seen in the mean velocity
profiles (figure 3-3). The bulk flow was responsible for removing heat from the crest and thus
the higher velocities above the crests removed more heat than the trough and decreased crest
temperatures the most. The higher temperatures in troughs as compared to that at the crests were
also observed by Paio [38].
The present study investigated the mean and turbulent airflow structure inside the transpired
solar air collector channel and the associated heat transfer characteristics. The influence of the
wall heating on the flow structure was heavily dependent on the airflow rate. In the trough
sections and around approximately one wave height, the normalized magnitudes of mean and
turbulent velocities were largest at the lowest flow rate, which decreased with an increase in the
flow rate. This indicates that the relative enhancement of mean and turbulent velocities was
higher at the lower flow rates due to the larger contribution of the buoyancy-induced flow. The
results also showed that the corrugation waveform was a major source of turbulence, which
played an important role in the heat transfer to the bulk flow. Another significance of the
corrugation geometry is the increase in the surface area compared to the flat plate collector,
which further contributes to the heat transfer. It can be concluded that the corrugation geometry
plays an important role in influencing the overall thermal efficiency of the air collector.
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3.6 Conclusion
A PIV experimental investigation on the air flow behaviour in a transpired air collector channel
under different heating condition was conducted. Mean and turbulent velocities as well as
Reynolds stresses were computed. The incident radiation heat flux, in general, enhanced the
mean and turbulent velocities as compared to the unheated flow in the same channel. As the
flow rate increases the structure and magnitudes of the mean and turbulent properties shift
towards those observed in the unheated channel flow. At high flow rates, the flow is dominated
by forced convection while, at the lowest flow rate, the effects of heating are greatest and flow is
primarily buoyancy driven. The buoyancy induced instabilities are large at this flow rate and
relative enhancement of mean and turbulent properties is large compared to the unheated flow.
The influence of heating on the lowest flow rate did not only enhance the overall magnitudes of
mean and turbulent velocities, but also the structure in the vicinity of the corrugation waveform,
in particular in the trough section. The thermal plumes generated from both walls locally
increased the mean velocity.

The low velocities in the trough suggest that turbulence

enhancement is primarily generated due to buoyancy, which is also responsible for the higher
trough collector surface temperatures.

There was radiation heat transfer from the heated

corrugation wall to the construction wall that not only increased the construction wall
temperature but also contributed 15-25% of the total heat gain of the air. Collector efficiencies
were as high as 70%, which could be attributed to the corrugation surface geometry that not only
enhanced turbulence but also provided a larger heat transfer surface area.
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3.9 Tables
Table 3-1: Position and time averaged temperatures for the solar wall system in degrees Celsius.

Low heating
(530W)

High heating
(793W)

Case

Solar Air Collector (°C)

Average Bulk Flow (°C)

Construction Wall (°C)

I

44.70

28.09

32.38

II

44.08

26.72

32.21

III

43.48

26.93

32.51

IV

41.38

26.35

30.90

V

39.00

25.51

28.50

I

53.38

31.88

38.64

II

52.98

29.93

38.65

III

52.04

29.44

38.66

IV

49.12

28.84

36.16

V

45.44

28.22

32.92

Table 3-2. Calculated heat transfer values within the solar wall system.

Low heat (530W)
Construction
Wall qconv (W)

Grashof
Number

Case

Bulk Heat
Removed
qflow (W)

I
II
III
IV
V

88
125
162
230
278

17
33
41
29
44

2.81×106
2.94×106
2.80×106
2.54×106
2.28×106

High heat (793W)

1.93
0.60
0.29
0.10
0.04
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Bulk Heat
Removed
qflow (W)

Construction
Wall qconv (W)

Grashof
Number

146
182
229
340
460

23
43
63
42
64

3.46×106
3.83×106
3.75×106
3.37×106
2.86×106

2.24
0.89
0.39
0.14
0.05

3.10 Figures
Figure 3-1

3-1:

Schematic of experimental setup.
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Figure 3-2

a)
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b)
3-2: Turbulent velocity vector fields with reduced resolution at the middle section of the channel
(X/L = 0.57) at the lowest flow rate (Case I) for the high heating condition (a) over the
trough section; (b) over the crest section.
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Figure 3-3

a)
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b)
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c)
3-3: Mean velocity profiles at over the corrugation waveform at the middle height of the channel
(X/L = 0.57) (a) at various flow rates normalized by the bulk velocity (UB) at the high
heating condition (∆), Case I; (○), Case II; (□), Case III; (◊) Case IV; (×), Case V; (b)
comparing profiles for different heat conditions at the lowest flow rate (Case I), (∆),
unheated; (○), low heating qin = 530W; (□), high heating qin = 793W; (c) comparing profiles
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for different heat conditions at the highest flow rate (Case V), (∆), unheated; (○), low
heating qin = 530W; (□), high heating qin = 793W.
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Figure 3-4

a)
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b)
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c)
3-4: Profiles of the streamwise (u) RMS turbulent velocity over the corrugation waveform the
middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57), (a) at various flow rates normalized by UB (∆),
Case I; (○), Case II; (□), Case III; (◊) Case IV; (×), Case V; (b) comparing profiles for
different heat conditions at the lowest flow rate (Case I), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin
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= 530W; (□), high heating qin = 793W; (c) comparing profiles for different heat conditions at
the highest flow rate (Case V), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin = 530W; (□), high heating
qin = 793W.
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Figure 3-5

a)
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b)
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c)
3-5: Profiles of the cross-stream (v) RMS turbulent velocity over the corrugation waveform the
middle height of the channel (X/L = 0.57), (a) at various flow rates normalized by UB (∆),
Case I; (○), Case II; (□), Case III; (◊) Case IV; (×), Case V; (b) comparing profiles for
different heat conditions at the lowest flow rate (Case I), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin
= 530W; (□), high heating qin = 793W; (c) comparing profiles for different heat conditions at
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the highest flow rate (Case V), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin = 530W; (□), high heating
qin = 793W.
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Figure 3-6

a)
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b)
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c)

3-6: Profiles of the Reynolds stress

′ ′

over the corrugation waveform the middle height of

the channel (X/L = 0.57), (a) at various flow rates normalized by UB (∆), Case I; (○), Case II;
(□), Case III; (◊) Case IV; (×), Case V; (b) comparing profiles for different heat conditions
at the lowest flow rate (Case I), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin = 530W; (□), high
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heating qin = 793W; (c) comparing profiles for different heat conditions at the highest flow
rate (Case V), (∆), unheated; (○), low heating qin = 530W; (□), high heating qin = 793W.
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Chapter 4
Investigation of fundamental flow mechanisms over a corrugated
waveform using proper orthogonal decomposition and spectral
analyses

4.1 Abstract
This report investigates the interactions between the underlying turbulent structures that together
make up the complex flow behaviour observed in corrugated flows. A higher order analysis
using proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) and a wave spectrum analysis were conducted on
the turbulent velocity vector data on the heated and unheated air flow through a channel with a
corrugated waveform. Results showed that turbulent flow energy was produced by the
corrugation and transported into bulk flow at both heated and unheated conditions and a given
flow rate. At low flow rates, the heated wall increased the total turbulent energy affected the
energy distribution across most modes due to buoyancy. Strong energies were seen close to the
corrugations, which contributed to sustaining structures at higher modes, while the flow energy
was more evenly distributed for the unheated condition. At the highest flow rate, the energy
strength and distribution was very similar for low modes and heating effects were most
prominent at high modes with higher energies in small-scaled vortices. Overall, the addition of
heat influenced the flow at different modes by generating additional structures, structures of
greater strength, or by maintaining structures at higher modes at both low and high flow rates.
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4.2 Introduction
Increasing the efficiency of heat exchangers is a desirable goal to reduce the energy consumption.
A corrugated surface is a passive method suggested to increase thermal performance in channel
flows by increasing turbulence and hence mixing [1]. Turbulence is generated over a wavy
surface differently than that over a smooth wall because of the flow separation off the waveform
crest and the generation of the shear layer. This turbulence then spreads into the following
trough region. A common observation in studies conducted on the flow over a waveform is an
asymmetric mean velocity profile, with a peak shifted away from the waveform surface, and an
increase in the turbulent velocities, Reynolds stress, and turbulent kinetic energy in the vicinity
of one wave height [2-7].
Breuer et al. [2] conducted a numerical and experimental study to characterize the flow
behaviour over a series of hills for a range of Reynolds numbers. They observed the flow
reattachment position varied non-monotonically with the Reynolds number, which was
considered to be due to the recirculation flow on the windward side of each hill.
Kruse et al. [3] studied the turbulent flow over sinusoidal waves of three amplitude-wavelength
ratios in a channel using particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique. They found that the
surface roughness does not have a significant impact on Reynolds stress and energy production
approximately one wavelength away from the wall. They also conducted a proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) analysis and observed that the normalized streamwise scales of structures
were independent of the waveform amplitude and wavelength at low modes.

They also

suggested the possibility that at higher modes the streamwise size of structures may be related to
the wall curvature.
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There are very few studies that examined the relationship between the flow structure and the heat
transfer over the waveform. Eiamsa-ard and Promvonge [4] studied the effectiveness of heat
transfer over a square waveform with variable spacing. Their results indicate that at sufficiently
high Reynolds numbers, the Nusselt number become almost independent of the spacing to wave
height ratio. Additionally, at a given Reynolds number, as the spacing between crests increases,
the turbulent kinetic energy becomes stronger and spreads wider. Yang and Chen [9] conducted a
numerical analysis on the heat transfer effectiveness in a channel flow between two sawtooth
corrugated surfaces. By varying the sawtooth angle, they observed that an increase in the
corrugation angle increased flow recirculation in the corrugation troughs which resulted in an
increased Nusselt number.
The mean velocities and turbulent properties of the flow within a corrugated transpired air
collector channel for both a heated and unheated collector have been examined by Greig et al. [7].
For the unheated flow the maximum mean velocity was shifted towards the plane construction
wall and peaks of turbulent properties for an unheated flow were located at a channel height of
one corrugation waveform. The turbulence produced by the waveform was found to advect and
dominate the whole channel, especially at high flow rates. There were instabilities at the lowest
low flow rate within the trough sections that produced significantly larger turbulent velocities.
This was argued to be the factor that caused the low flows to become turbulent [7]. Greig et al.
[8] investigated the influence of heat transfer from the corrugation wall on the mean and
turbulent flow structure. It was found that the mean velocity and turbulent property magnitudes
were largely enhanced at the low flow rates compared to an unheated flow. At the lowest flow
rate, the flow over the heated corrugated wall was primarily buoyancy driven and turbulent
instabilities in the trough section were large. As the flow rate was increased, the mean velocity
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and turbulent property structures and magnitudes became very comparable to those observed for
the unheated flow as forced convection became the dominant flow mode.
The results reported by Greig et al. [7,8] suggest there are mechanisms involved at different
scales within the corrugated channel flow that are not fully understood, especially at the highest
and lowest flow rates. This report investigates the interactions between the underlying turbulent
structures that together make up the complex flow behaviour observed by Greig et al. [7,8]. No
reports have been found on the underlying physics of the turbulent structures inside a solar air
collector. This investigation specifically looks at the scales of turbulent structures and the
energy transfer between these scales comparing the influence of heating and flow rate. It is
important to characterize these interactions to utilize results to not only improve the efficiency
of the heat transfer in the transpired air collector but results can also be applied to contribute to
the understanding of the different layers that comprise the turbulent corrugated flow.
4.3 Experimental Setup
Experiments were conducted to measure the air flow in a two-dimensional channel bounded
between a rough corrugation waveform and a plane wall. The channel was 1.83 m long (L), 1.22
m wide and the height of the channel based on the mean corrugation height (H) was 10.95cm.
The corrugation amplitude (h) and wavelength (l) are 3.5 cm and 15 cm, respectively. Radiation
heat was supplied to the exterior of the corrugation wall by an array of 6×6 60W Sylvania
halogen light bulbs spaced evenly 20 cm apart. The experiments were conducted for two heating
cases and a non-heating case at five flow rates.

Two dimensional instantaneous velocity fields

over a complete waveform were obtained at three locations along the channel length, X/L = 0.41,
0.57, 0.80, where X was measured from the inlet of the channel (see Fig 4-1).
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However, the

results presented in this paper are for non-heating and high heating (793 W) cases and at the
middle channel location (X/L = 0.57). The field of view of the camera was about 15.3 cm × 11.5
cm. For each measurement, 3000 eight bit images were acquired, using an image acquisition
system (CoreView, IO Industries), to obtain 1500 velocity fields. Images were captured for the
crest and trough regions separately to maintain high resolution, consequently there was about a
20% overlap of these measurement domains. For each position, measurements were taken in the
mid cross plane where the flow was two-dimensional. Since the air density and viscosity varies
with temperature, the Reynolds number for each flow rate could not be used as the reference
parameter when comparing cases. The five flow rates will be referred to as Cases, I, II, III, IV
and V; where Case I represents the lowest flow rate while Case V represents the highest flow
rate.
The uncertainly in the PIV velocity measurements was computed at the highest flow rate and the
high heat case, which has the largest velocity gradients of all cases. Example error calculations
are given in Appendix 1. It was estimated based on the criteria and data presented in Cowen and
Monismith [10] and Prasad et al. [11] which was produced an error of ±0.29 cm/s which was less
than 1% of the bulk flow velocity.
In the present study high order analyses were utilized to conduct an in-depth investigation of the
underlying physical mechanisms associated with the dynamical flow structures and their
interactions. These include spectral analysis in the wavenumber domain and proper orthogonal
decomposition (POD) analysis. The turbulent velocity data from Greig et al. [7,8] were used for
these analyses.
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4.3.1 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition Scheme:
A POD analysis in fluid dynamics represents the distribution of flow energy content at different
orthogonal modes, thus one is able to determine the locations and energy associated with
different turbulent structures. The first mode contains the largest mode energy and the most
dominant and energetic structures within the flow. As the mode increases the total mode energy
decreases and the size and energy of structures in general, tend to decrease. The primary mode is
first determined as the component with the largest variance, and each subsequent mode is
determined based on the eigenvectors of the turbulent velocities [12]. POD decomposes a
turbulent flow from a data set to derive the orthogonal modes or basis functions,

. These

modes can be combined to describe different turbulent coherent structures as they are highly
correlated with the turbulent flow field. For the present study, the snapshot method was used
with planar PIV turbulent velocity data using the algorithm developed by Doddipatla [13]. In this
algorithm, the velocity is first expanded into a sum of spatial and temporal components [14]:
∑

,
where

(Eq. 4.1)

is the spatial component known as the basis function and an(t) is the temporal

coefficient. The eigenvalues can then be obtained from [14]:
,

,

.

(Eq. 4.2)

The eigenvalue λn represents the energy of the velocity associated with mode n. Since the POD
modes are orthogonal [14-17]:
(Eq. 4.3)
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Using the POD modes, temporal coefficients, an(t), are obtained by projecting the velocity field
onto the POD modes [14-17]:
,

.

(Eq. 4.4)

Note that the temporal coefficients have a mean of zero.
The algorithm to conduct POD analysis can be validated by comparing the original turbulent
velocity fields obtained from the PIV data against the turbulent velocity fields reconstructed by
combining all POD modes with their temporal coefficients (Eq. 4.1). Figure 4-2 shows the
comparison of an original turbulent velocity with the one reconstructed from the POD modes.
The comparison shows that both the structure and magnitudes of the turbulent velocities are
almost identical, which validated the POD scheme used in the present study.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Results are presented and discussed based on the turbulent flow data of the unheated and high
heating condition at the lowest and highest flow rates presented by Greig et al. [7,8].
4.4.1Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) Analysis:
The fractional energy distribution averaged over a complete waveform at all POD modes is
presented in figure 4-3 for the heated and unheated conditions at the lowest and highest flow
rates. In general, the energy decreased with an increase in the POD mode for all cases, as
expected. It was observed that at the highest flow rate, the energy magnitude was almost the
same at lower modes (up to mode 20) for both heated and unheated cases; however, the energies
for the heated flows became larger at higher modes. At the lowest flow rate, almost all modes
have higher energy levels for the heated case compared to the unheated case excluding the first
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mode. Furthermore at the lowest flow rate, the energy decay was greater between mid and high
modes in the presence of heating. These results indicated that the wall heating influenced both
the total energy content and its distribution across POD modes. This effect was more dominant
at the lowest flow rate and diminishes as the flow rate increases. Greig et al. [7,8] showed at the
lowest flow rate, the buoyancy effects dominated the flow in the channel and with as the flow
rate was increased, the buoyancy contribution diminished and the flow became primarily inertia
driven. Thus the higher energy at the lowest flow rate is due to the presence of strong buoyancyinduced flow.
Comparing the heated and unheated flows at the highest flow rate, the almost identical energy
distribution in the lower modes indicates that inertial effects dominate the lower modes up to
mode 20. The energy contribution from the buoyancy-induced flow was mainly restricted to the
higher modes with low relative energy differences. An interesting observation was that at the
first POD mode, the energy of structures was higher for the unheated cases compared to the
heated case. Consequently, the first 20 modes for the unheated case constitute about 63% of the
total energy, while the first 20 modes in the heated flow account for 45% of the turbulent flow
energy. The first mode typically represents the bulk flow structure with the highest energy,
representing the overall flow dynamics. This implies that when heat is added from a wall,
buoyancy influences the flow and contributes to the growth of instabilities at higher modes.
The turbulent velocity fields provide a general description of the turbulent velocity structure;
however, they do not offer insight into the underlying flow features and instabilities that
comprise the turbulent velocity fields. The POD analysis decomposes the turbulent velocity field
into different modes to obtain an understanding of the structure and dynamics of these
underlying interactions. The flow structures at different POD modes are presented in figure 4-4
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at the highest flow rate without heating. These POD modes presented were plotted with both the
streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocity energies. All presented POD vector plots use the
same scale. POD vector plots at low modes were plotted at half the vector resolution to provide
a high quality and clear representation of the energies. POD vector plots at high modes that
contain structures of smaller scales were plotted using the full vector resolution in order to depict
their interactions.
Figure 4-4a shows the first mode, which contains a very large structure larger than the image
frame, with strong streamwise and cross-stream energies closer to the corrugated surface. These
energies gradually decrease towards the plane wall. Similar features were observed at the first
mode for all cases. This indicates that most of the turbulent flow energy resides near the
corrugation wall. As the first mode represents the bulk effects with the largest energy content, it
can be argued that the corrugation waveform is the primary source of turbulent flow energy for
both a heated and unheated flow, and is then transferred towards the channel core and the plane
wall.
Figure 4-4b shows the flow structure at mode 5 and it indicates that the bulk structure observed
at mode 1 divided into two distinct structures in the close vicinity of the waveform and the rest of
the channel. A large vortex encompassing the channel core is present while the corrugation
waveform shows two different features: a vortex on the leeward side of the crest and strong
energy burst on the windward side. The structures in the waveform were seen to feed-in to the
main vortex in the channel core. The plot also shows that the windward side of the waveform is
the dominant source of turbulent flow energy. The flow structure in mode 10 (figure 4-4c)
showed further bifurcation, with an overall similar behaviour as seen in mode 5 where the
vortices in the channel core have energy supplied to them by structures near the corrugation.
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The single vortex seen at mode 5 was split into smaller vortices with the same cross-stream scale.
Figure 4-4c also shows a line-source pattern near the windward face of the waveform. This
pattern indicates the energy transfer from the out of plane turbulent velocity component. Greig
et al. [7,8] have shown that the turbulent velocity field in this channel has three-dimensional
effects. This implies that although the channel is primarily two-dimensional, the corrugation
waveform induces three-dimensional effects that contribute to the overall turbulent flow energy
in the channel.
Mode 20 (figure 4-4d) showed the further structure bifurcation in the channel core as well as in
the corrugation waveform, and vortices near the plane wall began to emerge. The windward side
of the crest still had the strongest turbulent flow energy and the vortices in the channel core
maintained their larger scales compared to those near the waveform. All vortices are further
divided into smaller scales with an increase in the mode as depicted in figure 4-4e at mode 50.
As seen in the figure, scales of vortices in the channel core and the corrugation wall are almost
equal and uniformly distributed throughout the channel. Additionally, the turbulent flow energy
appears to be more uniform across the channel, although some regions of strong energy are still
observed near the corrugation crest.
Figure 4-4f shows the flow structure at mode 80. The vortices at this mode were primarily
located in the vicinity of the corrugation waveform and the strongest among these vortices were
the ones that occur within the flow separation zone. It was also observed that the series of
vortices along the waveform were comprised of pairs of counter-rotating vortices. The plot also
shows the advection of vortices towards the channel core, but they appear to decay as they
propagate. The flow structure at mode 150 is depicted in figure 4-4g. Although there are more
flow structures, they appear to be smaller and weaker. Similar to mode 80, most of the vortices
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are present near the corrugation wall. As the modes increased, the flow became less organized
and it was difficult to discern any coherent flow structure.
The plots in figure 4-4 provide a clear depiction of the underlying flow mechanisms that
contributed to the turbulent velocity field. The results show that strong vortices are produced
along the corrugation waveform particularly in the flow separation zone (figure 4-4f). These
vortices serve as the source of turbulence. The vortices advect into the channel core and thereby
transport the turbulent flow energy (figure 4-4e). The strong flow energy generated near the
corrugation waveform at low modes supplies energy to sustain primary vortices in the channel
core (figures 4-4 b-d). These observations are consistent with the profiles of turbulent properties
reported in Greig et al. [7]. They observed strongest turbulent velocities and Reynolds stresses
within one wave height from the corrugation wall, which was due to the strongest turbulent flow
energy and vortices in the vicinity of the waveform as observed in figure 4-4. Furthermore, they
also observed a relatively uniform distribution of turbulent intensities in the channel core. This
was due to the transport of the turbulent flow energy and its uniform distribution into the channel
core by the vortices as observed in figure 4-4.
The results in figure 4-4 provide a general overview of the underlying flow mechanisms
associated with the turbulent flow in the given domain. The following will discuss the influence
of heating and flow rate on these processes.
Figure 4-5 compares the flow structure in the crest and trough regions since the geometry of the
wall is different in both cases. The plots show that the turbulent flow energy along the trough
boundary varies significantly. The flow energy adjacent to the leeward side and the trough base
is very small, which increases considerably along the windward side. The low energy in this
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region could be due to the flow becoming almost stagnant after the flow separation. The strong
energy on the windward side could be due to the flow reattachment; this interaction could induce
strong instabilities and velocity gradients, resulting in high turbulence. The core of the trough
region shows strong vortices that transport energy to the channel core. Comparison of the flow
structure above the crest and trough shows that the overall flow structure is quite similar and the
vortices have similar strengths and scales. Similar trends were observed at different modes for all
cases.
Figure 4-3 shows that at high flow rate, the energy distribution at lower modes is almost identical
in the presence and absence of heating while the higher modes have larger energy magnitude in
the presence of heating. Figure 4-3 only provides information about the overall mode energy.
To understand the influence of wall heating on the flow mechanisms, the flow structures at
different modes are compared in the presence and absence of heating. Figure 4-6 shows these
structures at low and high modes at the highest flow rate at both heated and unheated conditions.
The comparison of POD mode 12 at both conditions (figures 4-6 a & b) show that although the
overall energy fraction at both conditions is similar, the structure and distribution of turbulent
flow energy within the mode is different in the presence and absence of heating. Most of the
flow energy was concentrated near the corrugation wall and the flow structure comprised of
larger scale for the heated flow. Conversely, the flow structures had relatively smaller scales
under no heat influence and the energy was more uniformly distributed across the channel. For
mode 70 (figures 4-6 c & d), although both conditions show a focus of vortices near the
corrugation, the energy of the structures near the corrugation was approximately equal to those in
the bulk flow for the unheated condition. The turbulent flow energies with the heated surface
produced vortices of greater energy towards the corrugation and weaker vortices in the channel
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core. The scales of structures for both the heated and unheated conditions were approximately
the same in the bulk flow, as well as close to the waveform. When comparing the turbulent flow
energy of the heated and unheated conditions at high flow rates (figure 4-3), it was seen that the
relative energy of the heated flow is greater than those in the unheated flow at the same mode.
These higher energy levels most likely exist in the vortices near the corrugation wall as described
earlier.
At the lowest flow rate, the comparison of the flow structures at the lower mode shows that the
scales are comparable at both heated and unheated conditions (figures 4-7 a & b). The turbulent
flow energy in the channel core is also comparable at both conditions, however, strong flow
energy is observed in the vicinity of the corrugation wall in the presence of heating. The energy
distribution profiles in figure 4-3 shows that at the lowest flow rate, the fractional energy is
higher in the presence of heating. Based on the inspection of the detailed flow structure, it can
be concluded that the higher fraction energy at the heating condition is mainly contributed by the
strong energy magnitudes in the vicinity of the corrugation wall. As mentioned earlier, at the
lowest flow rate, the buoyancy effects were dominant. Buoyancy induces thermal plumes into
the flow. Greig et al. [8] showed that these thermal plumes interact with the mean flow and
enhanced the magnitudes of mean and turbulent velocities and the Reynolds stress in the vicinity
of the corrugation wall. At higher modes (figures 4-7 c & d), it is still apparent that there are
higher turbulent flow energies for the heated condition compared to the unheated, which is
consistent with figure 4-3. Unlike the lower modes, the energy for both conditions was more
evenly distributed across the channel instead of focusing in the vicinity of the corrugation. The
structures were more distinguishable and organized in the heated flow, while the unheated flow
had weaker energies producing fewer organized structures. For the unheated flow, the only
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source of turbulence was that produced by the waveform, yet the flow was visibly still generally
organized. Thus the majority of the energy was in lower modes where the larger structures were
more prominent in the flow. However when heating was introduced, the thermal plumes created
additional sources of turbulence when interacting with the mean flow; consequently, the
turbulent flow energies are higher. These higher energies resulted in stronger energies around
the waveform at low modes, and also maintained structures at higher modes in the core of the
channel.
4.4.2 Spectral Analysis:
The POD analysis provides a deep insight into the energy and structure of the flow at different
modes and gives an understanding of the underlying flow mechanisms. Another analysis that
also offers detailed information about different turbulent scales and their energy transfer process
is the spectral analysis. In the present study, the spatial spectral analysis is performed to obtain a
clear understanding of the fundamental energy transfer processes and their corresponding scales
created by the corrugation waveform as well as the wall heating. The one dimensional
wavenumber spectra were computed for both streamwise and cross-stream components of
turbulent velocity. For each case, the spectrum was computed all streamwise locations along the
waveform in the cross-stream direction for each turbulent velocity field and then averaged. The
spectra wavenumbers are scaled by the spatial resolution of the frame and energies are
normalized based on the bulk flow velocity and average channel height (H).
The POD analysis has shown that the corrugation waveform has an impact on the turbulent flow
energy for both flow rates and heating conditions. To investigate the impact of the waveform on
the energy content and energy transfer process, the wavenumber spectra of the streamwise
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turbulent velocity component are plotted in figure 4-8 at different locations along the waveform
at the lowest and highest flow rates for the unheated case. The plot in figure 4-8a shows the
shape of the spectra are quite similar at the lowest flow rate, but the spectral energy over top of
the crest is lower than those in the upstream and downstream troughs. Similar trends are
observed at the highest flow rate (figure 4-8b). A plausible explanation for this trend could be
that the spectra in the troughs correspond to the locations where the influence of flow separation
is most intense and the POD analysis has shown the presence of strong vortices in those regions.
Therefore, the turbulent kinetic energy is expected to be the largest in those regions. This is
further confirmed by the turbulent intensity profiles in Greig et al. [7] which show significant
enhancement of both streamwise and cross-stream turbulent intensities in the middle of trough as
compared to the crest. At the highest flow rate, all spectra exhibit a slope of -5/3 which indicates
the presence of the inertial subrange. The -5/3 slope describes the dissipation of energy due to
viscosity as derived by Kolmogorov [21]. At the lowest flow rate for the unheated condition, the
spectra exhibit two different slopes: in the low wavenumber range the spectra follow a -3 slope,
and in the high wavenumber range, they follow the conventional slope of -5/3 [18]. The -3 slope
implies a higher rate of energy transfer. In typical turbulent flows, the energy transfer rate in the
inertial subrange is constant and equal to the dissipation rate [19]. However, in this study the
lowest flow rate corresponds to a Reynolds number of approximately 530, which falls well
within the laminar regime for the plane wall geometry. The corrugation geometry and the wall
roughness forced an earlier transition to turbulent flow at this flow rate [7]; however, the viscous
effects are still relatively significant. A possible reason behind the steeper slope in the low
wavenumber range could therefore be that the energy transfer rate was influenced by viscosity
and resulted in a faster decay. In the inertial subrange (slope -5/3), the energy transfer rate does
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not depend on viscosity and is typically located in the mid wave numbers. However, the lowest
flow rate exhibited the inertial subrange at higher wavenumbers, which was unusual since the
viscous effects were expected to be more significant in this range. As mentioned earlier, at the
lowest flow rate, the flow transitions to turbulent flow due to the presence of the corrugation;
therefore, a plausible explanation for this spectral trend could be the complex interaction
between the viscous and inertial forces during transition. This was consistent with the finding of
low uniform turbulent flow energies observed for the same case depicted by figure 4-7c.
To study the impact of wall heating on the spectral energy distribution and the energy transfer,
the wavenumber spectra of both streamwise and cross-stream turbulent velocities were plotted at
the mid-crest and mid-trough locations at the lowest and highest flow rates for heated and
unheated conditions in figure 4-9. A common observation in all spectra was that the spectral
energies at the highest flow rate were comparable in general. The low wavenumber range
(k ~< 40 rad/m) showed larger energies in the unheated flow while the high wavenumber range
(k > 40 rad/m) the heated flow energies were generally larger. This indicated that the wall
heating primarily strengthened the smaller-scale structures. This trend was consistent with the
POD energy distribution plot (figure 4-3) that showed the higher modes contained relatively
more energy in the presence of heating. The plots in figure 4-9 also showed that, overall, the
spectra follow the slope of -5/3 at some range of scales for both the streamwise and cross-stream
scales of energies. There were some steeper slopes at higher wavenumbers observed in the
trough region. It is observed that in general the trends of streamwise and cross-stream spectra
are similar, however, the energy transfer rate to higher wave numbers for streamwise velocity
spectra was relatively larger than those in the cross-stream direction.
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At the lowest flow rate, the spectra of the heated flow exhibited higher energies at all given
wavenumbers compared to the unheated flow. This trend is also consistent with the POD energy
distribution in figure 4-3. As previously indicated, the lowest flow rate showed spectra that
exhibited the -3 slope in the low wavenumber range while the -5/3 slope at higher wavenumbers.
This, again, was probably due to the greater influence of viscous effects at low flow rates that
dissipated energy at a greater rate. In the presence of heating, the -3 slopes covered almost all
the scales, including the inertial subrange, thus the spectra energy decayed faster.

In the

presence of buoyancy-induced flow, Turner [20] proposed the existence of a buoyancy-subrange,
where turbulence is utilized in working against buoyancy forces resulting in a rapid energy
transfer, which is manifested as a steeper slope of about -3 in the spectrum [20]. The results
suggest the same trend and buoyancy forces dampen the turbulence for the heated condition at
the lowest flow rate.
The plots in figures 4-8 and 4-9 show that in the low wavenumber range (k < 20 rad/m), the
spectral energy is either constant or decreased indicating that this range is associated with energy
containing eddies. This wavenumber range corresponds to the length scales of 30 cm or higher.
These scales are quite comparable to the large eddies observed at the lowest POD modes that
occupied the entire channel domain and extended over a corrugation wavelength or more (for
example figure 4-4b).
Combining the details from the POD and spectra analyses, it was found that heating provides a
more significant amount of additional energy at the lowest flow rate, while the energy levels and
transfer rates between the unheated and heated conditions were comparable at the highest flow
rate. The energies created by heating the corrugated surface are present in the higher modes and
smaller scaled structures for higher flow rates (Figures 4-3 and 4-9). At the lowest flow rate,
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heating generally increases the turbulent energies at all modes and scales, however the rate of
energy transfer to smaller scales is very comparable to the rates observed for the unheated flow
(figure 4-9). As previously stated, heating greatly affects the lowest flow rate by producing
thermal plumes. These thermal plumes interact with the bulk flow and create more structures
concentrated around the corrugation. The structures have higher energies than those in the
unheated flow and are able to be sustained to higher modes. The corrugation waveform induces
turbulence for Reynolds numbers as the lowest flow rate examined with and without the presence
of a heated wall. The structures created by turbulence were large at low modes and originated in
the core of the channel, while at higher modes these structures bifurcated and were concentrated
in the vicinity of the waveform for both flow rates and heating conditions. This was the primary
influence on the high turbulent velocities and Reynolds stresses seen in the same vicinity by
Greig et al. [1,2].
4.5 Conclusions
Proper orthogonal decomposition and wave spectra analyses were conducted on the heated and
unheated flow of turbulent air over a channel with a corrugated waveform at a low and high flow
rate. It was found that turbulent flow energy was generated by the corrugation and that energy
was transported into the channel core for both heated and unheated conditions at both flow rates.
The energy contribution due to heating was evident in both flow rates, however, at different
modes. At the lowest flow rate, the heated wall increased the total turbulent energy and its
distribution at all modes (excluding the first) due to the flow being buoyancy dominated. Inertia
induced turbulence created by the waveform were dampened by these buoyancy forces resulting
in a larger energy transfer rate. The flow energy at the lowest flow rate was more evenly
distributed for the unheated condition, while the heated condition produced strong energies close
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to the waveform that contributed to sustaining structures at higher modes. At the highest flow
rate, the energy strength and distribution was very comparable at low modes and the heating was
only evident at high modes with higher energies in smaller scaled vortices. Heating has been
found to either produce additional structures, structures of higher strength, or maintain structures
within the flow over a corrugated waveform at both low and high flow rates. The results
contribute to the explanation of the turbulent velocity and Reynolds stress profile trends within
the corrugated channel at high and low flow rates.
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4.8 Figures
Figure 4-1

4-1 Schematic of setup.
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Figure 4-2

a)
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b)
4-2 a) Turbulent velocity vector field of frame 47 at the crest in the middle of the channel (X / H
= 0.57) at half resolution to clearly visualize the directions of the vectors at higher quality;
b) Reconstructed POD energy vector field up to mode 47 at the crest in the middle of the
channel (X / H = 0.57) at half resolution to clearly visualize the directions of the vectors at
higher quality.
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Figure 4-3

4-3 POD fractional energy (λn/E) distribution across all modes for the lowest flow rate, unheated
(Green▲); highest flow rate, unheated (Black ●); highest flow rate, heated (Blue ●); and
lowest flow rate, heated (Red ▲) cases.
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Figure 4-4

a)

b)
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c)

d)
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e)

f)
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g)
4-4 POD crest turbulent flow energy vector fields at the middle of the channel (X / H = 0.57) for
the highest flow rate at a) mode 1, half vector resolution; b) mode 5, half vector resolution
c) mode 10, half vector resolution; d) mode 20, half vector resolution, e) mode 50, full
vector resolution; f) mode 80, full vector resolution; g) mode 150, full vector resolution.
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Figure 4-5

a)

b)
4-5 POD turbulent flow energy vector fields at the middle of the channel (X / H = 0.57) for the
highest flow rate at mode 25 using full vector resolution in the a) trough section; b) crest
section.
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Figure 4-6

a)

b)
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c)

d)
4-6 POD turbulent flow energy vector fields comparing heat and no heat at the middle of the
channel (X / H = 0.57) at the highest flow rate; a) POD mode 12 for the unheated condition;
b) POD mode 12 for the heated condition; c) POD mode 70 for the unheated condition; d)
POD mode 70 for the heated condition.
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Figure 4-7

a)

b)
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c)

d)
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4-7 POD turbulent flow energy vector fields comparing heat and no heat at the middle of the
channel (X / H = 0.57) at the lowest flow rate; a) mode 15, unheated; b) mode 15, heated; c)
mode 78, unheated; d) mode 78, heated.
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Figure 4-8
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b)
4-8 Wave number spectrum plots for the development of energy across a waveform located in
the middle of the channel (X / H = 0.57) over the crest for the unheated condition a) at the
lowest flow rate; b) at the highest flow rate.
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Figure 4-9
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d)
4-9 Wave number spectrum plots comparing the energy transfer located in the middle of the
channel (X / H = 0.57) for the low and high flow rates at both heated and unheated
conditions; a) streamwise energies located over the crest section; b) streamwise energies
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over the trough section; c) cross-stream energies located over the crest section; d) crossstream energies located over the trough section
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Chapter 5
Conclusions

Results are given from an experimental study conducted to investigate the air flow behaviour in a
vertical channel bounded by a transpired air collector corrugated surface and a plane construction
wall. PIV measurements obtained two dimensional velocity fields at three channel positions and
five Reynolds numbers. The flow rates considered included the classical range of laminar,
transition, and turbulent flow regimes. The results were then compared for further experiments
on the channel under different heating conditions. Mean and turbulent velocities as well as
Reynolds stresses and the turbulent energy production were computed. Both the heated and
unheated flows were further investigated using POD and wavenumber spectrum analyses in
order to describe the small-scale interactions of turbulent structures within the corrugation
channel.
5.1 Discussion Summary, and Conclusion
The first set of results on the unheated flow over the corrugation waveform show that the
geometry substantially modified both the mean and turbulent flow structure across the channel.
The presence of the corrugation generated turbulence at all studied flow rates, including the
lowest flow rates that would be considered laminar flow over a plane wall. The bulk flow
moving through the core of the channel would form a separation layer off of each waveform
crest, which would then expand into the corrugation trough and bulk flow.

Instantaneous

velocity fields demonstrated that the shear layer at the boundary of the bulk and separated flows
oscillates in time and influences the size and strength of separation vortices. The rate and
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amplitude of the shear layer oscillations increased with the Reynolds number resulting in a
stronger bulk and separated flow interaction. Turbulence would then extend further into the bulk
flow. The turbulent flow contained bursting flow originating from the trough moving into the
bulk flow, as well as sweeping flow from the bulk region.

There was weak mean flow in the

separation zone in the waveform troughs and relatively uniform mean flow in the bulk region.
The combination of the trough flow with the bulk flow created a shear layer and the interaction
produced rolling vortices. There was also vortex shedding off each crest. The interactions of
these flows created complex three-dimensional structures that moved into the core of the channel.
The mean velocity gradients near the corrugation wave height were small, and almost negligible
in the bulk region. This implies there was a strong diffusion of the shear. It was found that the
mechanism of shear generation at the corrugation wave was almost independent of the flow rate.
All turbulent properties were enhanced at approximately one wave height within the channel
region 1 < y/h < 1.5. However, the relative enhancement of turbulence was greater in the trough
regions as compared to those at one wave height. The profiles of the Reynolds stress indicated a
significant momentum transfer from the corrugation wall by the turbulent velocity field into the
bulk flow. The results demonstrated that the turbulence produced by the corrugation waveform
dominated the entire channel.
The comparison of the flow behaviour at different positions along the channel length showed that
the flow was generally periodic with regards to the waveform. This, however, excludes the
bottom measurement position, which was close to the inlet of the channel and discrepancies were
attributed to the inlet effects creating stronger three dimensional effects.
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As the flow rate increased, the magnitudes of the turbulent properties increased, however the
relative enhancement was largest for the lowest flow rate. Although the Reynolds number for
the lowest flow rate would typically produce a laminar flow in a flat wall channel, the
corrugation waveform was seen to induce strong instabilities in the flow that led to the
transformation into turbulence.
With the addition of the radiation heat flux, in general the mean and turbulent velocities, as
compared to the unheated flow, were enhanced. As the flow rate increased the structure and
magnitudes of the mean and turbulent properties shifted towards those observed in the unheated
channel flow, since forced convection was becoming increasingly dominant. Conversely, at the
lowest flow rate, the effects of heating were greatest since flow was primarily buoyancy driven.
The buoyancy induced instabilities were large at this flow rate thus the relative enhancement of
mean and turbulent properties were greatest compared to the unheated flow. The influence of
heating on the lowest flow rate also affected the structure close to the corrugation waveform, in
particular in the trough. The low velocities in this section were responsible for the higher trough
surface temperatures, and it also suggests that turbulence enhancement was primarily generated
from buoyancy. Thermal plumes were generated at this flow rate from both walls, which locally
increased the mean velocity.
The underlying structures and their interactions at smaller scales were resolved for the highest
and lowest flow rate at both high heating and no heating conditions. For all flow rates and
heating conditions, the turbulent flow energy was generated by the corrugation and transported
into the channel core that fed into the larger scaled structures. At the lowest flow rate, the heated
wall increased the total turbulent energy and its distribution at all modes excluding the first. The
unheated flow at this flow rate was found to have a very large percentage of its total energy
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within the first mode and largest structure because of high dissipation rates produced by viscosity.
Consequently, the turbulent flow energy at the lowest flow rate was weaker and more evenly
distributed for the unheated condition at a given mode. The heated flow at the lowest flow rate
was primarily buoyancy driven and thermal plumes generated strong energies close to the
waveform. These energies assisted in maintaining structures at higher modes. Inertia induced
turbulence created by the waveform was diminished by these buoyancy forces resulting in a
larger energy transfer rate. When comparing the mean and turbulent profiles of the heated and
unheated flows at highest flow rate, the effect of heating was not always prominent. The POD
and spectra analyses showed that the heating influences these flows at higher modes. Although
the energy strength and distribution were very comparable at low modes, heating influences were
apparent at high modes and produced larger energies in smaller scaled vortices. In general,
heating produced additional structures, structures of higher strength, or maintain structures
within the flow over a corrugated waveform at both low and high flow rates. The results
contribute to the explanation of the turbulent velocity and Reynolds stress profile trends within
the corrugated channel at high and low flow rates.
There was radiation heat transfer from the heated waveform to the construction wall that not only
increased the construction wall temperature but also contributed approximately 15-25% of the
total heat gained by the air. Collector efficiencies were as high as 70%, which were attained due
to the corrugation surface geometry, which not only increased turbulence and mixing, but also
provided a larger heat transfer surface area.
The influence of the wall heating on the flow structure was heavily dependent on the airflow rate.
The corrugation waveform generates turbulence even at relatively low flow rates, which implies
an effectively heat transfer at low flow rates compared to those over a flat wall. It can be
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concluded that the strong production of turbulence by the corrugation waveform and its effective
diffusion throughout the channel would significantly enhance the heat transfer from the
corrugation wall and hence would enhance the thermal performance of a transpired air collector.
5.2 Significance of Findings
The fundamental physics describe the interactions of mean and turbulent flow structures that
constitute the overall heat transfer to the air. The significance of broad conclusions from
experimental results and how they influence considerations for the solar air collector system can
be summarized with the following:
1. In heat transfer systems, it is desirable to have turbulence, because turbulence means
increased mixing. With more mixing, thermal boundary layers decrease in thickness or
are broken up and heat is transferred easier between a surface and fluid and across the
fluid.
2. There is a large amount of turbulence being generated due to the corrugation waveform.
This means that where there would be a thermal boundary layer close to the heated
corrugated solar collector, the turbulence is breaking up the thermal boundary layer and
increasing mixing, resulting in larger heat transfer from the collector to the air.
3. There is enhanced turbulence throughout the entire channel, thus the turbulence generated
at the shear layer moves into the bulk flow. This indicated that the heat gained by the air
close to the corrugation is easily transported into the bulk flow such that the energy gain
is well distributed.
4. The addition of heat to the flow increased the overall flow energy. These energies can be
transferred into turbulent structures of scales smaller than those experienced in an
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unheated flow. These structures can then be sustained longer rather than dissipating out
quickly, which means that turbulence throughout the channel can be maintained longer.
5. Although higher flow rates are desirable to maximize thermal efficiency, enhanced
turbulence existed for all examined flow rates, thus the geometry is responsible for
mixing rather than the flow rate.
5.3 Future Recommendations
The current experiments presented the first sets of data on the air flow behaviour and thermal
performance of a cross-corrugated transpired air collector. The system was designed to be
modular and there is a large potential for more measurements to be taken for different
configurations as well as for comparing different solar collectors used in application. Since there
are many different types of solar collectors and multiple methods for their installation, each of
these can be studied using the current experimental frame, such that standards can be created to
maximize the performance of each setup. Variables that can be changed are the channel depth,
the type (flat plate, different types of corrugation, etc...) and material of solar collector, the
orientation of the solar collector, and the angle of the entire solar system with horizontal. Each
will modify the air flow within the channel either do to geometry change or by having an effect
on heat transfer.
There is also discussion on conducting studies on the air behaviour in a solar air collector with
the channel inlet sealed, such that the primary intake of the flow is through the perforation holes.
Although this setup is expected to have larger pressure drops for the same flow rate as an open
inlet, the effects on turbulence and heat transfer may be desirable to obtain higher air
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temperatures. Additionally, there can be enough information obtained to estimate the local heat
transfer coefficients along the inside surface of the solar collector.
Although there is a great potential for the wide spread application and use of solar air collectors,
standards for their development and installation are still only implemented by convention rather
than optimization. Further studies on the available collectors and their configurations to examine
not only the thermal performance but also the air flow characteristics, will lead to an improved
understanding on the proper installation considerations to optimize heat transfer. This will
eventually result in the increased manufacturing and implementation of solar collectors to reduce
the overall world energy demand.
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APPENDIX 1: PIV Error Calculation
The total error in Particle Image Velocimetry can be estimated as the sum of the errors calculated
for the particle diameter, seeding density, out of plane motion, velocity gradient, dynamic range,
peak locking, and Adaptive Gaussian Window interpolation [1]. The corresponding errors in this
study were calculated based on figures 5 a–f in Cowen and Monismith [1]. These figures were
created based on a gradient of 0.03 pixels/pixel, thus linear interpolation was used to correct for
the different in error for the gradients in this report. The same tracer particles were used for all
experiments with approximately equal size of field-of-views and same range of velocities as all
measurement positions. Thus the maximum error across all runs was computed. The total error
is the sum of the mean and the root mean square (rms) errors for each of the above error sources.
The PIV velocity error was calculated based on the largest average velocity gradient across both
velocity directions. This was found to be 0.0503 pixels/pixel in the streamwise direction at the
highest flow rate in the middle measurement position of the channel for the unheated flow. The
following procedure was carried out using the largest velocity gradient for the unheated flow
condition.
The gradient error was calculated from figure 5e in Cowen and Monismith [1] by summing the
differences in error between the 0.03 pixels/pixel gradient used in the figure and this study’s
velocity gradient of 0.0503 pixels/pixel for both the mean and rms values.
0.14

0.08

0.05
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0.03

0.04

The average size of the particle diameter was 1µm. Since this tracer particle is smaller than the
size of one pixel, and the resolution of the image cannot capture particles smaller than one pixel,
the particle size was simply set to 1 pixel. The associated error from figure 5a [1] is:
0.03

0.095

0.065

Figure 13 in Prasad et al. [2] was used to determine the error of peak locking. Although particle
diameter error was estimated to be 40 percent larger than the error associated with a particle of 1
pixel in diameter, the authors used a center of mass cross-correlation procedure, which is
susceptible to peak locking. This report uses the three point Gaussian estimation, which has a
reduced peak locking error. Instead, the additional error in particle diameter was estimated to be
30 percent. Thus the final error for particle diameter is:
0.065

1.3

0.0845

And the total associated error for both velocity gradients and particle diameter is:
0.0845

0.04

0.1245

The error attributed to out of plane motion was calculated from the total displacement of vectors
in the transverse direction summing the mean and standard deviation.
∆

∆

∆

1.16

Using the spatial resolution for this flow case, 1.16 pixels correspond to 0.075 mm. This
displacement was considered negligible since the thickness of the laser sheet was less than 2 mm.
Thus there was no additional error for out of plane motion.
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The Adaptive Gaussian Window interpolation error was calculated from figure 5f in Cowen and
Monismith [1], which was 0.08 pixels for 1500 vector fields and brings the total error to:
0.1245

0.08

0.2045

The largest velocity gradient produces equal errors in both the streamwise and cross stream
directions; thus it can be assumed that the total error overall is the square root of the sum of
twice the streamwise error component:
2

0.2892

This final error is divided by the time between each captured image, 0.009 s, and also divided by
the spatial resolution of the image for the corresponding flow rate, 154.0 pixels/cm, to produce a
total velocity error of 0.208 cm/s.
The largest error was calculated for the largest instantaneous velocity gradient in the unheated
flow was at the highest flow rate. This produced an uncertainty in velocity less than 1% of the
average bulk velocity for the same condition. The velocity errors for the other measurement
positions and flow rates produce results smaller than this calculation.
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